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Abstract
Big Data analytics is increasingly performed using the MapReduce paradigm and its open-source
implementation Hadoop as a platform choice. Many applications associated with live business intelligence are
written as complex data analysis programs defined by directed acyclic graphs of MapReduce jobs. An
increasing number of these applications have additional requirements for completion time guarantees. The
advent of cloud computing brings a competitive alternative solution for data analytic problems while it also
introduces new challenges in provisioning clusters that provide best cost-performance trade-offs.
In this dissertation, we aim to develop a performance evaluation framework that enables automatic resource
management for MapReduce applications in achieving different optimization goals. It consists of the
following components: (1) a performance modeling framework that estimates the completion time of a given
MapReduce application when executed on a Hadoop cluster according to its input data sets, the job settings
and the amount of allocated resources for processing it; (2) a resource allocation strategy for deadline-driven
MapReduce applications that automatically tailors and controls the resource allocation on a shared Hadoop
cluster to different applications to achieve their (soft) deadlines; (3) a simulator-based solution to the
resource provision problem in public cloud environment that guides the users to determine the types and
amount of resources that should lease from the service provider for achieving different goals; (4) an
optimization strategy to automatically determine the optimal job settings within a MapReduce application for
efficient execution and resource usage. We validate the accuracy, efficiency, and performance benefits of the
proposed framework using a set of realistic MapReduce applications on both private cluster and public cloud
environment.
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ABSTRACT
PERFORMANCE MODELING AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR
MAPREDUCE APPLICATIONS
Zhuoyao Zhang
Boon Thau Loo
Insup Lee
Big Data analytics is increasingly performed using the MapReduce paradigm
and its open-source implementation Hadoop as a platform choice. Many applica-
tions associated with live business intelligence are written as complex data analy-
sis programs defined by directed acyclic graphs of MapReduce jobs. An increasing
number of these applications have additional requirements for completion time
guarantees. The advent of cloud computing brings a competitive alternative solu-
tion for data analytic problems while it also introduces new challenges in provi-
sioning clusters that provide best cost-performance trade-offs.
In this dissertation, we aim to develop a performance evaluation framework
that enables automatic resource management for MapReduce applications in achiev-
ing different optimization goals. It consists of the following components: (1) a
performance modeling framework that estimates the completion time of a given
MapReduce application when executed on a Hadoop cluster according to its in-
put data sets, the job settings and the amount of allocated resources for processing
it; (2) a resource allocation strategy for deadline-driven MapReduce applications
that automatically tailors and controls the resource allocation on a shared Hadoop
cluster to different applications to achieve their (soft) deadlines; (3) a simulator-
based solution to the resource provision problem in public cloud environment that
guides the users to determine the types and amount of resources that should lease
from the service provider for achieving different goals; (4) an optimization strategy
to automatically determine the optimal job settings within a MapReduce applica-
tion for efficient execution and resource usage. We validate the accuracy, efficien-
cy, and performance benefits of the proposed framework using a set of realistic
MapReduce applications on both private cluster and public cloud environment.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data-intensive analytic applications have become core to the functions of the mod-
ern enterprises. Large companies like Google, Facebook, and LinkedIn are pro-
cessing and analyzing Terabytes of data every day. These data analytic tasks range
from business intelligent analytics [29], social network connection analysis [16], to
more advanced scientific data analysis and machine learning applications [89] and
the amount of data produced daily is exploding [15].
The enterprises and organizations are experiencing a paradigm shift towards
large-scale data intensive computing. Many of them are increasingly using the
MapReduce paradigm [21] and its open-source implementation Hadoop [72] as a
platform choice for their Big Data analysis as it offers a simple and powerful frame-
work for processing large data sets on distributed systems: the program logic is
simply expressed by the map and reduce functions and the MapReduce execution
engine will automatically execute the application in parallel on a set of nodes, co-
ordinate their executions and handle failures transparently.
For more complex data analytics, several projects, such as Pig [26], Hive [63],
Scope [17], and Dryad [32] provide high-level SQL-like abstractions on top of
MapReduce engines to raise the level of abstraction for processing large data sets.
These frameworks allow data analysts to specify complex analytic tasks without
directly writing map and reduce functions and will compile the specified program
automatically into directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of MapReduce jobs which we re-
ferred to as MapReduce workflows.
1
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Though first introduced for batch-oriented workloads, there is recently an emerg-
ing technological trend to shift towards using MapReduce and the frameworks on
top of it in support of latency-sensitive applications, e.g., personalized recommen-
dations [19], advertisement placement [18], real-time web indexing [24] etc. These
applications are typically a part of an elaborate business pipeline, and have to pro-
duce results by a certain deadline. There is a need for a mechanism that could
automatically tailor and control resource allocations for different applications in
shared MapReduce clusters to achieve their (soft) deadlines. Unfortunately, the
existing Hadoop implementation does not support resource management for such
latency sensitive applications.
On the other hand, the advent of cloud computing provides a new delivery
model with virtually unlimited resources. It allows the customers to deploy their
Hadoop clusters by leasing computing and storage resources offered by the cloud
providers. One of the open questions in such environments is to determine the
right resource provision strategy i.e. the choice and the amount of resources that
a user should lease from the service providers to achieve performance goals for
their MapReduce applications. Moreover, instead of a fixed capital investment that
made up-front as for original private cluster, cloud providers offer a more cost-
efficient option for many users in a ”pay-as-you-go” fashion, i.e., the customers
only pay for the time they used the rented resources. As a result, the monetary
cost for executing the user’s workloads becomes another optimization goal which
should be considered in making the cluster provision decision.
The solutions to the above problems rely on a profound understanding of the
relationship between the execution performance of a given MapReduce applica-
tion and the amount of resources available for processing it. Currently, there is a
lack of performance models that could accurately predict the completion time for
a given MapReduce application according to its input dataset(s), the job settings
and the amount of allocated resources. It is especially challenging to develop such
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performance model because of nondeterminism during the execution due to the
interference of applications in a shared cluster, the non-uniform data distribution
and the heterogeneity of the hardware.
Based on the above motivation, the goal of this dissertation is therefore to
develop a performance evaluation framework that enables automatic resource
management for MapReduce applications in achieving different optimization
goals. Towards developing such performance evaluation framework, we need to
address the following challenges:
• Automation: The desired framework should automatically control the re-
source management with minimal manual interventions and work seamless-
ly with the Hadoop distribution.
• Accuracy: The desired framework should be sufficiently accurate in predict-
ing the application completion time or required amount of resources even
with the presence of system nondeterminism.
• Efficiency: The desired framework should be efficient and able to provide
timely response in support of latency sensitive applications in online envi-
ronment.
• Generality: The desired framework should be applied to different applica-
tions, e.g., complex MapReduce workflows and Hadoop clusters, e.g., het-
erogeneous cluster that consists of different type of hardwares.
1.2 Contributions of the dissertation
In this dissertation, we aim to develop a performance evaluation framework that
enables automatic resource management for MapReduce applications in achiev-
ing different optimization goals. The techniques we use combine of mathematical
analysis, benchmarking, simulation, implementation, deployments and empirical
measurements on both private cluster and public cloud platform. We focus on
Hadoop – the most widely used open source implementation of MapReduce plat-
form and the Pig framework [26] – a popular and widely-adopted system built on
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Hadoop for expressing a broad variety of data analysis tasks to build our model.
While the results provided in this dissertation are based on the Hadoop and Pig
experience, we believe that the proposed models and resource management strate-
gies are general and can be applied for application executed on similar frameworks
such as Hive and Dryad.
A more detailed description about the contributions of this dissertation is pre-
sented as follows.
1.2.1 Contribution 1: performance modeling framework for
MapReduce applications
Problem: To enable resource management for MapReduce applications, the first
challenging problem is to understand the relationship between the performance
and the amount of resource available for executing the application. It requires
a performance model which is able to estimate the completion time of a given
MapReduce application according to different amount of computing resources.
The estimated completion time also depends on the performance of the platform
hardware, the input data sets, the job settings and could be affected by the per-
formance uncertainty caused by resource contention on a shared cluster. While
there have been some research efforts [45, 28, 64, 66] towards developing perfor-
mance models for MapReduce jobs, these techniques either rely on simplified as-
sumptions or do not apply to complex applications that are expressed as a DAG of
MapReduce jobs.
Solution: To solve the problem, we build a performance modeling framework [82,
86, 85, 88] which can accurately predict the completion time of a given applica-
tion that consists of single or a DAG of MapReduce jobs according to its input
dataset(s), the job settings and the amount of allocated resources. It consists of an
ensemble of performance models that orchestrate the performance prediction at
different system and applications levels which are:
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• A platform performance model that estimates a phase duration as a function of
processed data at the Hadoop level.
• A MapReduce job model that is used to predict a single MapReduce job execu-
tion time as a function of allocated resources.
• A workflow performance model that combines all parts together for evaluating
the completion time of complex application which represented as a DAG of
MapReduce jobs.
1.2.2 Contribution 2: resource allocation for deadline-driven
MapReduce applications
Problem: In the enterprise setting, users would benefit from sharing Hadoop
clusters and consolidating diverse applications over the same datasets. With the
trend towards using MapReduce for latency sensitive applications, there is a chal-
lenge to automatically tailor and control resource allocations on such shared clus-
ters for different applications to achieve their (soft) deadlines. The existing Hadoop
implementation does not support resource management for those applications:
The original scheduler employed in Hadoop is a simple FIFO scheduling policy
that assigns all available resource to each job according to their submission time.
The Fair scheduler [8] and Capacity scheduler [2] introduced later try to share the
cluster resource among the running jobs either according to the job size or parti-
tioned resource pool, but none of them aims to provide resource allocation in order
to satisfy the completion time requirement for the applications.
Solution: We solve this problem using our deadline-driven resource allocation
strategy based on our performance modeling framework [87, 85, 88]. Once we are
able to estimate the application completion time according to the resource alloca-
tion, we could also solve the related problem that is to estimate the appropriate
amount of resources required for completing an application with a given (soft)
deadline. We first propose a simple basic approach which works efficiently for ap-
plications with single or sequential jobs, and then propose a refined approach that
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works for more complex applications that contain both sequential and concurren-
t jobs. Towards solving this problem, we also optimize an application execution
by enforcing the optimal schedule of its concurrent jobs. Such optimization helps
reducing the total completion time, and more importantly, it eliminates possible
non-determinism of concurrent jobs’ execution in the workflow, and therefore, en-
ables a more accurate performance and resource requirement prediction.
1.2.3 Contribution 3: resource provision in public cloud
environment
Problem: In contract to the private cluster, the advent of cloud computing pro-
vides an attractive alternative option to customers for provisioning a suitable size
Hadoop cluster, consuming resources as a service, executing the MapReduce work-
load, and paying for the time these resources were used. One of the open questions
in such environments is the choice of types and amount of resources that a user
should lease from the service provider for optimizing both the performance and
cost objectives. Specifically, the problem we are trying to solve in the dissertation
is: given a workload, determine a Hadoop cluster(s) configuration (i.e., the num-
ber and types of VMs, and the job schedule) that provides best cost/performance
trade-offs: i) minimizing the cost (budget) while achieving a given makespan tar-
get, or ii) minimizing the achievable jobs makespan for a given budget.
Solution: We offer a simulation-based framework for solving this problem [84,
83]. We first extract job profiles by executing the workloads on different (interest-
ed) platforms. Then, for each platform and a given Hadoop cluster size, we deter-
mine the optimized MapReduce job schedule i.e., the execution order of the jobs in
the workloads. After that, our event based MapReduce simulator will take the job
profiles and the schedules as inputs and output the simulated makespan/costs for
executing the workloads. We first provide our solution for homogeneous clusters
by iterating through all the possible choices to determine the optimal one. We then
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extend the approach for a heterogeneous solution that consists of sub-clusters of
different types.
1.2.4 Contribution 4: performance optimization for MapReduce
applications
Problem: Optimizing the execution efficiency of MapReduce jobs is an open chal-
lenge and has been studied from different perspectives [75, 28, 46, 71, ?, 79]. In this
dissertation, we focus on improving the execution performance for MapReduce
applications by automatically tuning the job settings. i.e, the number of reduce
tasks in each job as such parameter could significantly impact the total comple-
tion time as well as the resource usage. Determining the right number of reduce
tasks is non-trivial: it depends on the input sizes of the job, on the Hadoop cluster
size, and the amount of resources available for processing this job. This problem
is more complicated for applications defined as MapReduce workflows given the
data dependency of the jobs: the output of the previous job becomes the input of
the next job, as a result, the job settings of the previous job could also have an
impact on the map execution of the next job so as the entire completion time. Cur-
rently, it is solely the user’s responsibility to configure the number of reduce tasks
for each MapReduce job within the application. Such manual, experience based
configuration probably leads to inefficient results.
Solution: Based on our performance modeling framework, we provide an au-
tomatic way for guiding the user efforts of tuning the reduce task settings in a
MapReduce application while achieving different performance objectives [80, 81].
It contains two strategies for analyzing the performance trade-offs, i.e., to optimize
the completion time while minimize the resource usage for its execution: a local op-
timization that searches for trade-offs at a job level, and a global optimization that
makes the trade-off decisions at the workflow level.
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1.3 Overview of dissertation
Hadoop cluster
Performance modeling framework (Chapter 3) 
Platform performance model MapReduce job model Workflow performance model
Resource management (Chapter 4) Performance 
optimization with
optimal job settings
(Chapter 5) 
Input data
Workflow 
structure Job profiles
Completion time 
target
Deadline-driven 
resource allocation 
Resource provision in 
public cloud
Resource allocation Job settings
Figure 1.1: Overview of the dissertation
Figure 1.1 presents an overview of our solution framework which shows the
different components within the system and their connections. The rest of this
dissertation is organized as follows: we first start by introducing the background
on the MapReduce framework, its open source implementation Hadoop and the
Pig system built on top of it in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, we introduce the performance modeling framework with a de-
tailed description on each consisting performance model and demonstrate that
the framework can accurately estimate the completion time of a given MapReduce
application according to its input data sets and the amount of allocated resources.
In Chapter 4, we propose our resource management solutions by first intro-
ducing our resource allocation strategy for supporting multiple latency sensitive
MapReduce applications executed on a shared Hadoop cluster. After that, we pro-
vide our resource provisioning strategy for guiding the user to select the platform
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from public cloud providers that provides the best cost/performance trade-offs for
a given MapReduce workload.
In Chapter 5, we introduce our optimization strategy for MapReduce applica-
tions through tuning the job settings for better performance and resource usage.
We propose both a local and a global optimization algorithms that applies on the
job and workflow level respectively.
Chapter 6 describes the related work on performance modeling, resource man-
agement and optimization for MapReduce related platforms. Chapter 7 sum-
maries the dissertation work and proposes a few directions for future research
work.
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Background
This chapter provides a basic background on the MapReduce framework [20, 21]
and its open source implementation Hadoop [9, 72] as well as a framework built
on top of it: the Pig system [26] that offers a higher-level abstraction for expressing
more complex analytic tasks using SQL-style constructs.
2.1 MapReduce framework
The MapReduce framework was first introduced by Google [21] and is now wide-
ly used in large-scale data processing on distributed clusters. In the MapReduce
model, computation is expressed as two functions: map and reduce. The map
function takes an input pair and produces a list of intermediate key/value pairs.
The intermediate values associated with the same key k2 are grouped together and
then passed to the reduce function. The reduce function takes intermediate key k2
with a list of values and processes them to form a new list of values.
map(k1, v1) → list(k2, v2)
reduce(k2, list(v2)) → list(v3)
MapReduce jobs are executed across multiple machines: the map stage is par-
titioned into map tasks and the reduce stage is partitioned into reduce tasks. The
underlying system automatically execute these map and reduce tasks in parallel
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on distributed clusters. The scheduling of tasks in MapReduce is performed by a
master node which manages a number of worker nodes in the cluster.
Figure 2.1 shows a high level description of the MapReduce architecture. In the
map stage, each map task processes a logical split of input data (typically stored
in a distributed file system such as HDFS), applies the user-defined map function,
and generates the intermediate set of key/value pairs. In the reduce stage, each
reduce task fetches its partition of intermediate key/value pairs from all the map
tasks and merges the data with the same key. After that, it applies the user-defined
reduce function to produce the aggregate values and then write the results back to
HDFS.
< key, value>
map
map
map
<Key, list(V)>
reduce
reduce
split1
split2
split3
Figure 2.1: Architecture of MapReduce framework
Hadoop [9, 72] is an open source implementation of the MapReduce frame-
work and has been widely used in many companies such as Yahoo!, Facebook,
LinkedIn etc. In Hadoop, the cluster is constructed to contain a master node called
the JobTracker while the other node are called worker node. Each worker node
in the cluster is configured with a fixed number of map and reduce slots which
represent the resource unit for processing the map and reduce tasks.
The worker nodes periodically connect to the JobTracker to report its current
status and the available slots. The JobTracker decides the next job to execute based
on the reported information and according to a scheduling policy. The popular
job schedulers include FIFO, Fair [77], and Capacity scheduler [2]. The assignment
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of tasks to slots is done in a greedy way: assign a task from the selected job im-
mediately whenever a worker reports to have a free slot. If the number of tasks
belonging to a MapReduce job is greater than the total number of slots available
for processing the job, the task assignment will take multiple rounds, which we
call waves.
Optionally, a Hadoop job could define a combiner function that aggregates the
map outputs. It takes a key and a subset of associated values and produces a single
value. The combiner function is useful when it efficiently reduces the amount of
data that need to be transferred to the reduce tasks.
The Hadoop implementation also includes counters for recording timing infor-
mation such as start and finish timestamps of the tasks or the number of bytes
read and written by each task. These counters are sent by the worker nodes to
the master periodically with each heartbeat and are written to logs after the job is
completed.
2.2 Pig programs
The Hadoop Pig system [26] which is among the similar projects such as Hive [63],
Scope [17], and Dryad [32], aims to raise the level of abstraction for processing
large datasets using Hadoop. It provides high-level SQL-like abstractions on top
of MapReduce engines that enable data analysts to specify complex analytics tasks
without directly writing Map and Reduce functions. The current Pig system is
made up of the following two main components:
• The language, called Pig Latin, that combines high-level declarative style of
SQL and the low-level procedural programming of MapReduce. A Pig pro-
gram is similar to specifying a query execution plan: it represent a sequence
of steps, where each one carries a single data transformation using a high-
level data manipulation constructs, like filter, group, join, etc. In this way, the
Pig program encodes a set of explicit dataflows.
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• The execution environment to run Pig programs. The Pig system takes a Pig
Latin program as input, compiles it into a DAG of MapReduce jobs, and co-
ordinates their execution on a given Hadoop cluster. Pig relies on underlying
Hadoop execution engine for scalability and fault-tolerance properties.
The following specification shows a simple example of a Pig program. It de-
scribes a task that operates over a table URLs that stores data with the three at-
tributes: (url, category, pagerank). This program identifies for each category
the url with the highest pagerank in that category.
URLs = load ’dataset’ as (url, category, pagerank);
groups = group URLs by category;
result = foreach groups generate group, max(URLs.pagerank);
store result into ’myOutput’
The example Pig program is compiled into a single MapReduce job. Typically,
Pig programs are more complex, and can be compiled into an execution plan con-
sisting of several stages of MapReduce jobs, some of which can run concurrently.
The structure of the execution plan can be represented by a DAG of MapReduce
jobs that could contain both concurrent and sequential branches. Figure 2.2 shows
a possible DAG of five MapReduce jobs {j1, j2, j3, j4, j5}, where each node repre-
sents a MapReduce job, and the edges between the nodes represent data dependen-
cies between jobs.
J1 
J2 
J3 
J4 
J5 J6 
Figure 2.2: Example of a Pig program’ execution plan represented as a DAG of
MapReduce jobs.
To execute the plan, the Pig engine first submits all the ready jobs (i.e., the jobs
that do not have data dependencies on the other jobs) to Hadoop. After Hadoop
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has processed these jobs, the Pig system deletes them and the corresponding edges
from the processing DAG, and identifies and submits the next set of ready jobs.
This process continues until all the jobs are completed. In this way, the Pig engine
partitions the DAG into multiple stages, each containing one or more independent
MapReduce jobs that can be executed concurrently. Note that for stages with con-
current jobs, there is no specifically defined ordering in which the jobs are going to
be executed by Hadoop. For example, the DAG shown in Figure 2.2 is partitioned
into the following four stages for processing:
• first stage: {j1, j2};
• second stage: {j3, j4};
• third stage: {j5};
• fourth stage: {j6}.
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Performance Modeling Framework
In this chapter, we introduce a performance modeling framework that aims to es-
timate the MapReduce application completion time as a function of the allocated
resource, the input data sets and the job settings. The intuition of our work comes
from two parts:
• We observe that the executions of map and reduce tasks consist of specific,
well-defined data processing phases. Only map and reduce functions are
custom and their computations are user-defined for different MapReduce
jobs. The executions of the remaining phases are generic, i.e., the logic of
these phases is defined by the Hadoop processing framework. The execution
time of each generic phase depends mostly on the amount of data processed
by the phase and the I/O performance of underlying Hadoop cluster.
• In MapReduce environments, many production jobs are run periodically on
new data. For example, Facebook, Yahoo!, and eBay process terabytes of
data and event logs per day on their Hadoop clusters for spam detection,
business intelligence and different types of optimization. We can extract a
representative job profile that reflects the performance characteristics of the
customized map and reduce functions and use the job profiles to predict the
future execution of the same applications when executed on a different set of
input data.
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Specifically, the modeling framework consists of three performance models that
orchestrates the prediction of the application completion time at different system
and applications levels. Figure 3.1 outlines the ensemble of performance models
designed for evaluating the application completion time.
Figure 3.1: Ensemble of Models.
Chapter 3.1 first describes a platform performance model that estimates a gener-
ic phase duration as a function of processed data on a given Hadoop cluster. With
the information of the input dataset(s) and the job settings, we could estimate the
amount of data processed by each job (and the tasks within the job) in the appli-
cation. Based on the estimated data flowing through each phases, we are able to
predict the duration for generic phases by applying the derived platform perfor-
mance model. To estimate the duration of the customized map and reduce phases,
we extracted a compact job profile that captures the performance of the map and
reduce functions and use it to approximate their durations according to the num-
ber of records processed by those functions. Once we estimated the duration of
all phases, the map and reduce task durations can be estimated as the sum of the
phase durations that belong to the task.
After that, Chapter 3.2 presents a MapReduce job model that is used to predict
execution time of MapReduce application that contains single job according to the
map (reduce) task durations and the amount of allocated resources (i.e., number
of map and reduce slots). Finally, Chapter 3.3 present the workflow performance
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model that combines all parts together for evaluating the completion time for com-
plex MapReduce workflows.
3.1 Platform performance model
We first describe our benchmarking approach for building a MapReduce platform
model that aims to predicting the completion time of different MapReduce phases
as a function of processed data. We use a set of microbenchmarks to profile generic
phases of the MapReduce processing pipeline of a small given Hadoop cluster.
Based on the benchmark results, we then derive an accurate platform performance
model of a given cluster. The advantage of our approach includes
• Generality: The platform performance model is derived once for the given
cluster, and then can be reused for characterizing performance of generic
phases of different applications.
• Scalability: We derive the model using a small test cluster and then use it for
the larger production cluster with the same hardware. The benchmarking
process is performed without interfering the production cluster.
3.1.1 Profiling MapReduce phases
Figure 3.2: MapReduce Processing Pipeline.
As showed in Figure 3.2, the execution of each map (reduce) task is comprised
of a specific, well-defined sequence of processing phases.
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For each map task, it first reads a split of the input data from the Hadoop dis-
tributed file system (HDFS) (read phase), applies the user-defined map function,
and generates the intermediate set of key/value pairs (read phase). The map task
then buffers the map outputs and sorts and spills the data into disk once the in-
termediate data grows beyond certain threshold (collect and spill phase). After all
the input data are processed, the map task merges the spilled data and partitions
them for different reduce tasks according to a partition function (merge phase).
For each reduce task, it first fetches its partition of intermediate key/value pairs
from all the map tasks and sort/merges the data with the same key (shuffle phase).
After that, it applies the user-defined reduce function to the merged value list to
produce the aggregate results (reduce phase). Finally, the reduce outputs are writ-
ten back to HDFS (write phase).
Note, that only map and reduce phases with customized map and reduce func-
tions execute the user-defined pieces of code. The execution of the remaining phas-
es are generic (i.e., the logic of these phases is defined by Hadoop code), and their
durations depend mostly on the amount of data flowing through a phase and the
I/O performance of the underlying Hadoop cluster. Our goal is therefore to de-
rive a platform performance model that predicts a duration of each generic phase on
a given Hadoop cluster platform as a function of processed data.
In order to accomplish this, we run a set of microbenchmarks that create dif-
ferent amounts of data for processing per map (reduce) tasks and for processing
by their phases. We profile the duration of each generic phase during the task exe-
cution and derive a function that defines a phase performance as a function of the
processed data from the collected measurements.
For map tasks, we profile the following generic phases:
• Read phase – a map task typically reads a block (e.g., 64 MB) from the Hadoop
distributed file system (HDFS). However, written data files might be of arbi-
trary size, e.g., 70 MB. In this case, there will be two blocks: one of 64 MB
and the second of 6 MB, and therefore, map tasks might read files of varying
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sizes. We measure the duration of the read phase as well as the amount of
data read by the map task.
• Collect phase – this generic phase follows the execution of the map phase
with a user-defined map function. We measure the time it takes to buffer
map phase outputs into memory and the amount of generated intermediate
data.
• Spill phase – we measure the time taken to locally sort the intermediate data
and partition them for the different reduce tasks, applying the combiner if
available, and then writing the intermediate data to local disk.
• Merge phase – we measure the time for merging different spill files into a
single spill file for each destined reduce task.
For reduce tasks, we profile the following generic phases:
• Shuffle phase – we measure the time taken to transfer intermediate data from
map tasks to the reduce tasks and merge-sort them together. We combine the
shuffle and sort phases because in the Hadoop implementation, these two
sub-phases are interleaved. The processing time of this phase depends on the
amount of intermediate data destined for each reduce task and the Hadoop
configuration parameters. In our testbed, each JVM (i.e., a map/reduce s-
lot) is allocated 700 MB of RAM. Hadoop sets a limit (∼46% of the allocated
memory) for in-memory sort buffer. The portions of shuffled data are merge-
sorted in memory, and a spill file (∼320 MB) is written to disk. After all the
data is shuffled, Hadoop merge-sorts first 10 spilled files and writes them in
the new sorted file. Then it merge-sorts next 10 files and writes them in the
next new sorted file. At the end, it merge-sorts these new sorted files. Thus,
we can expect a different scaling function for a duration of the shuffle phase
when the size of intermediate data per reduce task is larger than 3.2 GB in
our Hadoop cluster as the merge-sorts process need to scan the entire output
data multiple times when merging more than 10 on disk files. For a different
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Hadoop cluster, this threshold can be similarly determined from the cluster
configuration parameters.
• Write phase – this phase follows the execution of the reduce phase that ex-
ecutes a custom reduce function. We measure the amount of time taken to
write the reduce output to HDFS.
Note, that in platform profiling we do not include phases with user-defined
map and reduce functions. However, we do need to profile these custom map and
reduce phases for modeling the execution of given MapReduce applications:
• Map (Reduce) phase – we measure a duration of the entire map (reduce) func-
tion and the number of processed records. We normalize this execution time
to estimate a processing time per record.
Apart from the phases described above, each executed task has a constant over-
head for setting and cleaning up. We account for these overheads separately for
each task.
For accurate performance modeling, it is desirable to minimize the overheads
introduced by the additional monitoring and profiling technique. There are two
different approaches for implementing phase profiling.
• Counter based profiling: The current Hadoop implementation includes several
counters to record information such as the number of bytes read and written.
We modified the Hadoop code by adding counters that measure durations
of the six generic phases to the existing counter reporting mechanism. We
can activate the subset of desirable counters in the Hadoop configuration for
collecting the set of required measurements.
• Dynamic instrumentation based profiling: We also implemented the alternative
profiling tool inspired by Starfish [28] approach based on BTrace – a dynam-
ic instrumentation tool for Java [7]. This approach does have a special ap-
peal for production Hadoop clusters because it has a zero overhead when
monitoring is turned off. However, in general, the dynamic instrumentation
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overhead is significantly higher compared to adding new Hadoop counters
directly in the source code.
For building the platform performance mode, we execute a set of microbench-
marks (described in Chapter 3.1.2) and measure the durations of six generic exe-
cution phases for processing different amount of data: read, collect, spill, and merge
phases for the map task execution, and shuffle and write phases in the reduce task
processing. This profiling is done on a small test cluster (5-nodes in our experi-
ments) with the same hardware and configuration as the production cluster. While
for these experiments both profiling approaches can be used, the Hadoop counter-
based approach is preferable due to its simplicity and low overhead, and that the
modified Hadoop version can be easily deployed in this test environment.
For predicting the completion time for a particular MapReduce job, we needs
additional measurements that characterize the execution of user-defined map and
reduce functions of a given job. For profiling the map and reduce phases of the
given MapReduce jobs in the production cluster we apply our alternative profiling
tool that is based on BTrace approach. Remember, this approach does not require
Hadoop or application changes, and can be switched on for profiling a targeted
MapReduce job of interest. Since we only profile map and reduce phase executions
the extra overhead is relatively small.
3.1.2 Microbenchmarks
We generate and perform a set of parameterizable microbenchmarks to character-
ize execution times of generic phases for processing different data amounts on a
given Hadoop cluster by varying the following parameters:
• Input size per map task (M inp): This parameter controls the size of the input
read by each map task. Therefore, it helps to profile the Read phase durations
for processing different amount of data.
• Map selectivity (M sel): this parameter defines the ratio of the map output to
the map input. It controls the amount of data produced as the output of the
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map function, and therefore directly affects the Collect, Spill and Merge phase
durations in the map task. Map output determines the overall amount of da-
ta produced for processing by the reduce tasks, and therefore impacting the
amount of data proceeded by Shuffle and Reduce phases and their durations.
• Number of map tasks Nmap: This parameter helps to expedite generating the
large amount of intermediate data per reduce task.
• Number of reduce tasks N red: This parameter helps to control the number of
reduce tasks to expedite the training set generation with the large amount of
intermediate data per reduce task.
Thus, each microbenchmark MBi is parameterized as
MBi = (M
inp
i ,M
sel
i , N
map
i , N
red
i ).
Each created benchmark uses input data consisting of 100 byte key/value pairs
generated with TeraGen [1], a Hadoop utility for generating synthetic data. The
map function simply emits the input records according to the specified map selec-
tivity for this benchmark. The reduce function is defined as the identity function.
Most of our benchmarks consist of a specified (fixed) number of map and reduce
tasks. For example, we generate benchmarks with 40 map and 40 reduce tasks
each for execution in our small cluster deployments with 5 worker nodes. We
run benchmarks with the following parameters: M inp={2MB, 4MB, 8MB, 16MB,
32MB, 64MB}; M sel={0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8}. For each value of M inp and M sel, a
new benchmark is executed. We also use benchmarks that generate special ranges
of intermediate data per reduce task for accurate characterization of the shuffle
phase. These benchmarks are defined by Nmap={20,30,...,150,160}; M inp = 64MB,
M sel = 5.0 and N red = 5 which result in different intermediate data size per reduce
tasks ranging from 1 GB to 12 GB.
We generate the platform profile by running a set of our microbenchmarks on
the small 5-node test cluster that is similar to a given production Hadoop cluster.
We gather durations of generic phases and the amount of processed data for all
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executed map and reduce tasks. A set of these measurements defines the platform
profile that is later used as the training data for a platform performance model:
• Map task processing: in the collected platform profiles, we denote the mea-
surements for phase durations and the amount of processed data for read,
collect, spill, and merge phases as (Dur1, Data1), (Dur2, Data2), (Dur3, Data3),
and (Dur4, Data4) respectively.
• Reduce task processing: in the collected platform profiles, we denote phase du-
rations and the amount of processed data for shuffle and write as (Dur5, Data5)
and (Dur6, Data6) respectively.
Figure 3.3 shows a small fragment of a collected platform profile as a result of
executing the microbenchmarking set. There are six tables in the platform profile,
one for each phase. Figure 3.3 shows fragments for read and collect phases. There
are multiple map and reduce tasks that process the same amount of data in each
microbenchmark. This is why there are multiple measurements in the profile for
processing the same data amount.
Row Data Read
number MB msec
j Data1 Dur1
1 16 2010
2 16 2020
... ... ...
Row Data Collect
number MB msec
j Data2 Dur2
1 8 1210
2 8 1350
... ... ...
Figure 3.3: A fragment of a platform profile for read and collect phases.
3.1.3 Platform modeling
Now, we describe how to create a platform performance model MPhases which char-
acterizes the phase execution as a function of processed data. To accomplish this
goal, we need to find the relationships between the amount of processed data and
durations of different execution phases using the set of collected measurements.
Therefore, we build six submodels M1,M2, ...,M5, and M6 that define the relation-
ships for read, collect, spill, merge, shuffle, and write respectively of a given Hadoop
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cluster. To derive these submodels, we use the collected platform profile (see Fig-
ure 3.3).
Below, we explain how to build a submodel Mi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 6. By using
measurements from the collected platform profiles, we form a set of equations
which express a phase duration as a linear function of processed data. Let Dataji
be the amount of processed data in the row j of platform profile with K rows. Let
Durji be the duration of the corresponding phase in the same row j. Then, using
linear regression, we solve the following sets of equations (for each i = 1, 2, · · · , 6):
Ai +Bi ·Dataji = Durji , where j = 1, 2, · · · , K (3.1)
To solve for (Ai, Bi), one can choose a regression method from a variety of known
methods in the literature (a popular method for solving such a set of equations is
a non-negative Least Squares Regression). With ordinary least squares regression,
a few bad outliers can significantly impact the model accuracy, because it is based
on minimizing the overall absolute error across multiple equations in the set. To
decrease the impact of occasional bad measurements and to improve the overall
model accuracy, we employ robust linear regression [30]. (which is typically used
to avoid a negative impact of a small number of outliers).
Let (Aˆi, Bˆi) denote a solution for the equation set (1). Then Mi = (Aˆi, Bˆi) is the
submodel that defines the duration of execution phase i as a function of processed
data. The platform performance model is MPhases = (M1,M2, ...,M5,M6).
For the shuffle phase, according to the discussion in Chapter 3.1.1, we expect
that there will be different behavior when it processes data smaller/larger than
around 3.2 GB and thus better be approximated by a piece-wise linear function
comprised of two linear functions: one for processing up to 3.2 GB of intermediate
data per reduce task, and the second segment for processing the datasets larger
than 3.2 GB.
We derived the platform performance model by executing the set of our mi-
crobenchmarks on a small 5-nodes clusters and collecting the corresponding phase
durations. Each machine has four AMD 2.39GHz cores, 8 GB RAM and two 160G-
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B hard disks. We used Hadoop 0.20.2 with additional two machines dedicated as
the JobTracker and the NameNode. Each working node is configured with 2 map
and 1 reduce slots. The file system block size is set to 64MB. The replication level
is set to 3. We disabled speculative execution since it did not lead to significant
improvements in our experiments.
Figure 3.4 shows the relationships between the amount of processed data and
the execution durations of different phases for a given Hadoop cluster. It reflects
the platform profile for six generic execution phases: read, collect, spill, and merge
phases of the map task execution, and shuffle and write phases in the reduce task.
Each graph has a collection of dots that represent phase duration measurements
(Y-axes) of the profiled map (reduce) tasks as a function of processed data (X-axes).
The red line on the graph shows the linear regression solution that serves as a
model for the phase. As we can see (visually) the linear regression provides a good
solution for five out of six phases. As it was expected, the shuffle phase is better
approximated by a linear piece-wise function comprised of two linear functions.
To validate whether our explanation on the shuffle phase behavior is correc-
t, we perform a set of additional experiments. We configured each JVM (i.e., a
map/reduce slot) with 2 GB RAM (compared to JVM with 700 MB of RAM used
in previous experiments). As we explained earlier, Hadoop sets a limit (∼46% of
the allocated memory) for in-memory sort buffer. The portions of shuffled data
are merge-sorted in memory, and a spill file (in the new case, ∼900 MB) is writ-
ten to disk. After all the data is shuffled, Hadoop merge-sorts first 10 spilled files
and writes them in the new sorted file. Then it merge-sorts next 10 files and writes
them in the next new sorted file. Finally, at the end, it merge-sorts these new sorted
files. Thus, we can expect that in the new configuration the shuffle performance is
significantly different for processing intermediate data large than 9 GB. Figure 3.5
indeed confirms our conjecture: shuffle performance changes for processing inter-
mediate data large than 9 GB. Indeed, the shuffle phase performance is affected
by the JVM memory size settings, and its performance can be more accurately ap-
proximated by a linear piece-wise function.
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Figure 3.4: Benchmark results.
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Figure 3.5: Shuffle phase model for Hadoop where each JVM (slot) configured with
2GB of memory.
3.1.4 Accuracy of the platform performance model
In order to formally evaluate the accuracy and fit of the generated model MPhases
we compute for each data point in our training dataset a prediction error. That is,
for each row j in the platform profile we compute the duration durpredi of the corre-
sponding phase i by using the derived model Mi as a function of data Dataj . Then
we compare the predicted value durpredi against the measured duration d
measrd
i . The
relative error is defined as follows:
errori =
|dmeasrdi − dpredi |
dmeasrdi
We compute the relative error for all the data points in the platform profile. Fig-
ure 3.6 show the CDF of relative errors for all six phases.
The CDF of relative errors proves that our performance model fits well to the
experiment data. Table 3.1 shows the summary of relative errors for derived mod-
els of six processing phases. For example, for the read phase, 66% of the map tasks
have the relative error less than 10% and 92% of the map tasks have the relative
error less that 20%. For the shuffle phase, 76% of the reduce tasks have the relative
error less that 10% and 96% of the reduce tasks have the relative error less that
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Figure 3.6: CDF of prediction error.
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20%. In summary, almost 80% of all the predicted values are within 15% of the
corresponding measurements. Thus the derived platform performance model fits
well the collected experimental data.
Table 3.1: Relative error distribution
phase error ≤ 10% error ≤ 15% error ≤ 20%
read 66% 83% 92%
collect 56% 73% 84%
spill 61% 76% 83%
merge 58% 84% 94%
shuffle 76% 85% 96%
write 93% 97% 98%
Next, we validate the accuracy of the constructed platform performance mod-
el for predicting different phase durations of two example applications provid-
ed with Hadoop – TeraSort and WordCount. We execute these applications on the
same 5-node cluster and compare the measured phase durations with the predict-
ed phase completion time based on our model. The input data used by both appli-
cation is generated using the TeraGen program with a total size of 2.5 GB.
Figure 3.10 shows the comparison of the measured 1 and predicted durations
for 6 generic execution phases. The number of reduce tasks is fixed in these ex-
periments and set to 40 in both jobs. The graphs reflect that the constructed per-
formance model could accurately predict the durations of each phase as a func-
tion of the processed data. The differences between the measured and predicted
durations are within 10% in most cases (only for the shuffle phase of WordCount
application the difference is around 16%).
The next question to answer is whether the model constructed in the small test
cluster can be effectively applied for modeling the application performance in the
larger production clusters?
To answer this question we execute the same jobs (with the scaled input dataset
of 7.5 GB) on the large production cluster in HP Labs which consists of 66 HP
1All the experiments are performed five times, and the measurement results are averaged. This
comment applies to the results in Figure 3.10 and 3.11.
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Figure 3.7: Validating the accuracy of the platform performance model on the small
5-node test cluster.
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Figure 3.8: Validating the accuracy of platform performance model on the large
66-node production cluster.
DL145 GL3 machines. Each machine has the same hardware as the one in our test
cluster. The machines are set up in two racks and interconnected with gigabit Eth-
ernet. We used Hadoop 0.20.2 with two machines dedicated as the JobTracker and
the NameNode, and remaining 64 machines as workers. Each worker is config-
ured with 2 map and 1 reduce slots. The number of reduce tasks is fixed and set to
60 in both applications.
Figure 3.8 shows measured and predicted durations of six processing phases.
The predicted phase durations closely approximate the measured ones. These re-
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sults justify our approach for building the platform performance model by using
a small test cluster.
Running benchmarks on the small cluster significantly simplifies the approach
applicability, since these measurements do not interfere with production work-
loads while the collected platform profile leads to a good quality platform per-
formance model that can be efficiently used for modeling production jobs in the
larger enterprise cluster.
3.2 MapReduce job model
The next part of our performance modeling framework is a bounds based MapRe-
duce job model for predicting the performance of a MapReduce application with
single job. It combines the platform model we described in Chapter 3.1 in approx-
imating execution times of the generic phases, a compact job profile that represent
the characteristics of the user-defined map and reduce functions and a bound-
s based analytical model proposed in ARIA project [66] that estimates the lower
and upper bounds on the job completion time as a function of allocated map and
reduce slots. The advantage of our approach includes:
• Non-intrusive: To get the job profile, our approach does not require any
modifications or instrumentation or either the application or the underlying
Hadoop/Pig execution engines.
• Light-weight: The bounds based analytical performance model relies on the
average and maximum duration of the map (reduce) task durations and can
estimate the application duration instantly once those information is avail-
able.
The overall flow of the computation process is shown in Figure 3.9. We first
estimate the average and maximum durations for the map and reduce tasks ac-
cording to the input data set and the job settings using our platform performance
model. We then apply the bounds based analytical model to approximate the en-
tire job completion time.
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Figure 3.9: MapReduce Performance Model.
3.2.1 Estimate task durations within a job
The first step of our approach is to estimate the map and reduce task durations
within a MapReduce job.
Since for each MapReduce job, the map and reduce tasks are consist of a se-
quence of execution phases, and the the completion time of the tasks can be esti-
mated as the sum of its phase durations. Specifically, for map tasks the completion
time is estimated as the sum of the durations of read, map, collect, spill, and merge
phases.
T JMtask = T
J
read + T
J
map + T
J
collect + T
J
spill + T
J
merge (3.2)
For reduce tasks, the completion time is estimated as the sum of durations for
shuffle, reduce, and write phases.
T JRtask = T
J
shuffle + T
J
reduce + T
J
write (3.3)
The phase durations of generic phases (read, collect, spill, merge, shuffle and
write) are approximated with the platform performance model by applying the de-
rived functions to the data amounts flowing through the phases:
T Jphase =Mphase(Data
J
phase) (3.4)
phase ∈ {read, collect, spill,merge, shuffle, write}
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The map (reduce) phase duration depends on the user-defined map (reduce)
functions (invoked per record). To model the performance for these customized
phases, for a given job J , we extract a special job profile from the previous run of
this job. It includes the following metrics:
• the map (reduce) selectivity SelJM (SelJR) that reflects the ratio of the map
(reduce) output size to the map (reduce) input size;
• the processing time per record of map (reduce) function T JRec map (T JRec red).
In addition, we also need to know the number of map and reduce tasks of each
job, denoted as NJM and N
J
R respectively. Note that N
J
M is determined by the input
data of the job, and NJR is defined by the job configuration.
With the extracted job profile, the map (reduce) phase duration is directly es-
timated from the number of input records RecordJmap (RecordJreduce) and the map
(reduce) function processing time per record T JRec map (T
J
Rec red):
T Jmap = T
J
Rec map ×RecordJmap (3.5)
Treduce = T
J
Rec red ×RecordJreduce (3.6)
From the above discussion, we can find that to estimate the phase durations, a
critical part of the model is the ability to estimate the data size flow through the
phases within a job. We will show next how could we estimate these information
given the input dataset.
Given a MapReduce job with certain input dataset(s), we collect the average
and maximum data block size (in bytes and in the number of records) for all the
dataset(s). This information determines the average and maximum input sizes per
map task in the job, denoted as InpJ,avgM and Inp
J,max
M respectively.
Note, that the input data size for read phase equals to the input data size for
each map task. The amount of data flowing through collect, spill, and merge phases
is estimated by applying the map selectivity SelJM to the input data size (in bytes
and in records)2. Using the average and maximum input data sizes InpJ,avgM and
2If the combiner is defined for data aggregation and reduction during the spill phase, we ap-
ply an additional combiner selectivity SelJM comb, that is measured with special Hadoop counters
available for this case.
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InpJ,maxM , we can estimate the average and maximum map task durations respec-
tively.
The input size for the shuffle phase (i.e., the reduce input size) depends on the
map outputs and the number of reduce task number. Let’s assume that the map
outputs are distributed evenly to each reduce task, than the reduce input size is
estimated as
DataJshuffle = (Inp
J,avg
M × SelJM ×NJM)/NJR (3.7)
The input size for the write size is estimated by applying the reduce selectivity
to the reduce input size as
DataJwrite = Data
J
shuffle × SelJR (3.8)
3.2.2 Performance model for a single MapReduce job
The proposed performance model for single MapReduce job is based on a general
model for computing performance bounds on the completion time of a given set of
n tasks that are processed by k servers, (similarly, n map tasks are processed by k
map slots in MapReduce environment). Let T1, T2, . . . , Tn be the duration of n tasks
in a given set. Let k be the number of servers that can each execute one task at a
time. The assignment of tasks to servers is done using an online, greedy algorithm:
assign each task to the server which finished its running task the earliest. Let avg
andmax be the average and maximum duration of the n tasks respectively. Then the
completion time of a greedy task assignment is proven to be at least:
T low =
n · avg
k
and at most
T up =
(n− 1) · avg
k
+max
The difference between lower and upper bounds represents the range of pos-
sible completion times due to task scheduling non-determinism. Note, that these
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provable lower and upper bounds on the completion time can be easily computed
if we know the average and maximum durations of the set of tasks and the number
of allocated slots.
As motivated by the above model, in order to approximate the overall com-
pletion time of a MapReduce job J , we need to estimate the average and maximum
task durations during map and reduce execution stage of the job. Once we have
got (estimated) the average and maximum map (reduce) task durations for a job J
(denoted as MJavg (MJmax) and RJavg (RJmax)), then, by applying the outlined bounds
model and the number of map (reduce) slots available for processing the job, we
can estimate the completion times of different processing stage of the job. Note that
given a MapReduce job with known input dataset(s), the average and maximum
of map (reduce) task duration is independent of the amount of resource assigned
to the job, i.e., they represent the invariant that characterize the job processing.
For example, let job J be partitioned into NJM map tasks. Then the lower and
upper bounds on the duration of the entire map stage in the future execution with
SJM map slots (denoted as T
low
M and T
up
M respectively) are estimated as follows:
T lowM = N
J
M ·MJavg/SJM (3.9)
T upM = (N
J
M − 1) ·MJavg/SJM +MJmax (3.10)
Similarly, we can compute bounds of the execution time of other processing
phases of the job. As a result, we can express the estimates for the entire job
completion time (lower bound T lowJ and upper bound T
up
J ) as a function of map
(reduce) tasks (NJM , N
J
R) and the allocated map (reduce) slots (S
J
M , S
J
R) using the
following equation form:
T lowJ = A
low
J ·
NJM
SJM
+BlowJ ·
NJR
SJR
+ C lowJ . (3.11)
where AlowJ , B
low
J and C
low
J represent the coefficient we get from the invariant dur-
ing the job execution.
The equation for T upJ can be written in a similar form (see [66] for details and
exact expressions for the coefficients in these equations). Typically, the average
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of lower and upper bounds (T avgJ ) is a good approximation of the job completion
time.
Modeling for heterogeneous clusters
In many practical deployments today, clusters are grown incrementally over time.
It is not unusual for companies to start off with an initial cluster, and then gradual-
ly add more compute and I/O resources as the number of users increases. More of-
ten than not, it is economical to add newer servers with increased compute power
to existing clusters, rather than discard the old hardware. As a result, the practical
cluster is typically heterogeneous that contains different types of nodes.
We argue that the MapReduce job model also works for heterogeneous envi-
ronments. Intuitively, in a heterogeneous Hadoop cluster, slower nodes result in
longer task executions. These measurements then are reflected in the calculated
average and maximum task durations that comprise the job profile. While the
bounds-based performance model does not explicitly consider different types of
nodes, their performance is implicitly reflected in the job profile and used in the
future prediction.
For heterogeneous cluster that consists of groups of nodes of different type, the
job profiles can be generated by combining the profiles we get from each type of
nodes that the cluster contains. Specifically, the average task durations are generat-
ed according to the weighted average of the average durations when executed on
each type of nodes and the maximum durations are from the max of the durations
from each type.
3.2.3 Accuracy of the MapReduce job model
To validate the accuracy of the MapReduce job model, we use the same hardware
platform as we described in Chapter 3.1.4 and use a set of 13 applications made
available by the Tarazu project [13]:
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1. Sort sorts randomly generated 100-byte tuples. The sorting occurs in MapRe-
duce framework’s in-built sort while map and reduce are identity functions.
2. WordCount counts all the unique words in a set of documents.
3. Grep searches for an input string in a set of documents.
4. InvertedIndex takes a list of documents as input and generates word-to-document
indexing.
5. RankedInvertedIndex takes lists of words and their frequencies per file as in-
put, and generates lists of files containing the given words in decreasing or-
der of frequency.
6. TermVector determines the most frequent words on a host (above a specified
cut-off) to aid analysis of the host’s relevance to a search.
7. SequenceCount generates a count of all unique sets of three consecutive words
per document in the input data.
8. SelfJoin is similar to the candidate generation part of the Apriori data mining
algorithm. It generates association among k+1 fields given the set of k-field
associations and uses synthetically generated data as input.
9. AdjacencyList is useful in web indexing to generate adjacency and reverse
adjacency lists of nodes of a graph for use by PageRank-like algorithms. It
uses synthetically generated web graph based on a Zipfian distribution.
10. HistogramMovies generates a histogram of the number of movies with differ-
ent average ratings (from 1 to 5).
11. HistogramRatings generates a histogram of all user ratings (ranging from 1 to
5).
12. Classification classifies the input movies into one of k pre-determined clusters
using the cosine-vector similarity.
13. KMeans clusters movies into k clusters in a similar way as Classification and
recomputes the new centroids afterwards.
Table 3.2 provides a high-level summary of these 13 applications with the cor-
responding job settings (e.g, number of map and reduce tasks). Applications 1, 8,
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and 9 process synthetically generated data, applications 2 to 7 use the Wikipedia
articles dataset as input, while applications 10 to 13 use the Netflix movie ratings
dataset. We present results of running these applications with: i) small input dataset-
s defined by parameters shown in columns 3-4, and ii) large input datasets defined
by parameters shown in columns 5-6 respectively.
Table 3.2: Application characteristics.
Input Input #Map, Input #Map,
Application data (GB) Reduce (GB) Reduce
(type) small tasks large tasks
1. TeraSort Synthetic 2.8 44, 20 31 495, 240
2. WordCount Wikipedia 2.8 44, 20 50 788, 240
3. Grep Wikipedia 2.8 44, 1 50 788, 1
4. InvIndex Wikipedia 2.8 44, 20 50 788, 240
5. RankInvIndex Wikipedia 2.5 40, 20 46 745, 240
6. TermVector Wikipedia 2.8 44, 20 50 788, 240
7. SeqCount Wikipedia 2.8 44, 20 50 788, 240
8. SelfJoin Synthetic 2.1 32, 20 28 448, 240
9. AdjList Synthetic 2.4 44, 20 28 508, 240
10. HistMovies Netflix 3.5 56, 1 27 428, 1
11. HistRatings Netflix 3.5 56, 1 27 428, 1
12. Classification Netflix 3.5 56, 16 27 428, 50
13. KMeans Netflix 3.5 56, 16 27 428, 50
Validation in homogeneous environment
Figure 3.10 shows the comparison of the measured and predicted job completion
times 3 for 13 applications (with a small input dataset) executed using 5-node test
cluster. The graphs reflect that the designed MapReduce performance model close-
ly predicts the job completion times. The measured and predicted durations are
less than 10% for most cases (with 17% error being a worst case for WordCount and
HistRatings). Note the split at Y-axes in order to accommodate a much larger scale
for a completion time of the KMeans application.
The next question to answer is whether the platform performance model construct-
ed using a small 5-node test cluster can be effectively applied for modeling the
3All the experiments are performed five times, and the measurement results are averaged. This comment
applies to the results in Figure 3.10, 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Predicted vs. measured completion times of 13 applications on the
small 5-node test cluster.
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Figure 3.11: Predicted vs. measured completion times of 13 applications (with a
large input dataset) on the large 66-node production cluster.
application performance in the larger production clusters. To answer this question
we execute the same 12 applications (with a large input dataset) on the 66-node
production cluster. Figure 3.11 shows the comparison of the measured and pre-
dicted job completion times for 13 applications executed on the 66-node Hadoop
cluster. The predicted completion times closely approximate the measured ones:
for 12 applications they are less than 10% of the measured ones (a worst case is
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WordCount that exhibits 17% of error). Note the split at Y-axes for accommodating
the Classification and KMeans completion time in the same figure.
These results justify our approach for building the platform performance mod-
el by using a small test cluster. Running benchmarks on the small cluster sig-
nificantly simplifies the approach applicability, since these measurements do not
interfere with production workloads while the collected platform profile leads to
a good quality platform performance model that can be efficiently used for mod-
eling production jobs in the larger enterprise cluster.
Validation in heterogeneous environment
We evaluate the accuracy of the bounds-based performance model for predicting
the job completion time in heterogeneous environments using the following two
platforms in our experiments. The workload we used is the same application set
we used in our homogeneous experiments.
The UPenn heterogeneous cluster It contains 36 worker nodes of 3 different
types as shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: UPenn cluster description.
Node #nodes CPU type RAM #m,r
type (GB) slots
Type1 16 Xeon X3220 (quad-core) compute nodes,
Quad Core Intel Xeon X3220, 2.40GHz
4.0 2, 1
Type2 12 Xeon X3363 (quad-core) compute nodes,
Quad Core Intel Xeon X3363, 2.83GHz
4.0 2, 1
Type3 8 Xeon X3450 (quad-core) compute nodes,
Quad Core Intel X3450 Xeon 2.66GHz
4.0 2, 1
The heterogeneity is caused by the extension of the cluster over time. In 2007,
the cluster had 16 nodes with the same hardware ( Type1 nodes). Then, two years
later, 12 more nodes were added to the cluster with more powerful CPUs (Type2
nodes). Finally, in 2010, 8 more nodes (Type3) were added to the cluster to satis-
fy the growing workloads and computing demands. Each node has a Dual SATA
250GB drive. All the nodes are connected to the same rack: each node has 1 G-
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bit/s network connection to a 10 Gbit/s switch. An additional server node (Type3)
runs the NameNode and JobTracker of the deployed Hadoop cluster. While the n-
odes in the UPenn cluster represent different server generations, they all have the
same number of CPU cores and the same amount of RAM. This explains why we
configure these nodes in a similar way, with the same number of map and reduce
slots.
The Amazon EC2 platform The EC2 environment offers a choice of different ca-
pacity Virtual Machines (VMs) for deployment. These VMs can be deployed on a
variety of hardware and be allocated different amounts of system resources. We
build a heterogeneous Hadoop cluster that consists of different VM types:
• 10 VMs based on small instances (m1.small),
• 10 VMs based on medium instances (m1.medium), and
• 10 VMs based on large instances (m1.large).
The description of each VM instance type is shown in Table 3.4. Since the compute
and memory capacity of a medium VM instance is doubled compared to a small
VM instance (similarly, large VM instances have a doubled capacity compared to
the medium ones), we configured different numbers of map and reduce slots for
different VM instances as shown in Table 3.4. Each VM instance is deployed with
100GB of Elastic Block Storage (EBS).
Table 3.4: EC2 Testbed description.
Instance #VMs CPU capacity (relative) RAM #m,r
type (GB) slots
Small 10 1 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core
with 1 EC2 Compute Unit)
1.7 1, 1
Medium 10 2 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core
with 2 EC2 Compute Unit)
3.75 2, 1
Large 10 4 EC2 Compute Units (2 virtual cores
with 2 EC2 Compute Units each)
7.5 4, 4
We use an additional high-CPU VM instance for running the NameNode and
JobTracker of the Hadoop cluster.
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Figure 3.12 shows the predicted vs measured results for 13 applications pro-
cessed on the UPenn heterogeneous Hadoop cluster.4 Given that the completion
times of different programs range between 80 seconds (for HistMovies) and 48 min-
utes (for KMeans), we normalize the predicted completion times with respect to the
measured ones for the sake of readability and comparison.
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Figure 3.12: Predicting the job completion time in the UPenn cluster.
The three bars in Figure 3.12 represent the normalized predicted completion
times based on the lower (T low) and upper (T up) bounds, and the average of them
(T avg). We observe that the actual completion times (shown as the straight Measured-
CT line) of 13 programs fall between the lower and upper bound estimates (except
for the Grep application). Moreover, the predicted completion times based on the
average of the upper and lower bounds are within 10% of the measured results
for 11 out of the 13 applications. The worst prediction is around 18% error for the
AdjList application.
The UPenn cluster contains servers of three different CPU generations, but
each node has a similar number of CPU cores, memory, disk storage and network
bandwidth. The bounds-based model does work well in this environment. Now,
we perform a similar comparison for EC2-based heterogeneous cluster, where the
4All the experiments are performed five times, and the measurement results are averaged. This comment
also applies to the results in Figure 3.13.
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cluster nodes are formed by VM instances with very different computing capaci-
ties.
Figure 3.13 shows the normalized predicted completion times (based on the
lower, upper, and average bounds) compared to the measured ones for executing
13 applications on the EC2-based heterogeneous cluster. The results validate the
accuracy of the proposed model: the measured completion times of all 13 program-
s fall between the lower and upper bound estimates. The average of the lower and
upper bounds are within 10% of the measured value for 9 out of 13 applications
with a worst case of 13% error for the WordCount application.
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Figure 3.13: Predicting job completion time in heterogeneous EC2 cluster.
For a further analysis on validating the accuracy of job profiles we generated
for heterogeneous cluster, we use a sub-cluster that consists of two different kind
of node: 8 nodes of Type1 and 8 nodes of Type2. Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 shows the
job profiles for two applications: Adjlist and WordCount when they are executed
on homogeneous cluster based on nodes of Type1(Type2) as well as the heteroge-
neous cluster. The results show that the cluster of node Type2 has a shorter average
and maximum task durations as nodes of Type2 have more powerful processors.
The average map and reduce task duration when executed on the heterogeneous
cluster are in between of the average durations when they are executed on the oth-
er two homogeneous clusters while the maximum task durations are very close to
the max of task durations extracted from the execution on homogeneous clusters.
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avg map max map avg reduce max reduce
Type1 106s 132s 723s 764s
Type2 94s 117s 634s 654s
Heterogeneous 100s 131s 679s 760s
Table 3.5: Job profiles of Adjlist on UPenn cluster.
avg map max map avg reduce max reduce
Type1 19s 28s 44s 58s
Type2 14s 22s 38s 46s
Heterogeneous 17s 27s 43s 60s
Table 3.6: Job profiles of WordCount on UPenn cluster.
Among the 13 applications, there are 3 special ones: Grep, HistMovies, and His-
tRatings, which have a single reduce task (defined by the special semantics of these
applications). The shuffle/reduce stage durations of such an application depend
on the Hadoop node type that is allocated to execute this single reduce task. If
there is a significant difference in the Hadoop nodes, it may impact the completion
times of the shuffle/reduce stages across the different runs, and therefore, make
the prediction inaccurate.
Figure 3.14 analyzes the executions of Grep, HistMovies, and HistRatings, on the
heterogeneous EC2-based cluster.
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Figure 3.14: A special case of jobs with a single reduce task: their possible execu-
tions on the heterogeneous EC2 cluster.
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The three bars within each group represent (from left to right) the job comple-
tion times when the reduce task is executed by the reduce slot of a large, medium,
or small VM instance. Each bar is further split to represent the relative durations of
the map, shuffle, and reduce stages in the job execution. We observe that the com-
pletion time of the Grep application is significantly impacted by the type of VM
instance allocated to the reduce task execution. The reduce task execution time on
the small VM instance is almost twice as long as that on a large VM instance
In comparison, the execution times of HistMovies and HistRatings on different
capacity VMs are not significantly different, because for these applications the re-
duce task duration constitutes a very small fraction of the overall completion time
(see Figure 3.14). In summary, if the execution time of a reduce stage constitutes
a significant part of the total completion time, the accuracy of the bounds-based
model may be adversely impacted by the node type allocated to the reduce task
execution.
3.3 MapReduce workflow peformance model
Next, we further explain our performance model in predicting the completion
time for more complex MapReduce applications that contain a DAG of MapRe-
duce jobs, i.e., MapReduce workflows. It is based on the MapReduce job model
we explained in Chapter 3.2. We first introduce a single basic approach in Chap-
ter 3.3.2, We show that such basic approach is efficient for estimating completion
time for a workflow consists of sequential MapReduce jobs, but is pessimistic for
workflows that contains concurrent jobs. We then propose a refined approach to
address workflows with concurrent execution in Chapter 3.3.3. We validate the
accuracy of our approach with several different workloads.
3.3.1 Estimate input data size through the worklfow
Before we are going to describe our approach in estimating the workflow dura-
tions, we need to first explain the method we used to estimate the amount of data
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flow through each job within the workflow. These information is then used to
estimate the duration of each phase in the MapReduce pipeline by using the plat-
form mode we introduced in Chapter 3.1 that forms the basis of our evaluation
framework.
Among the input datasets of a MapReduce jobs in a workflow, we distinguish
external and internal datasets. The external datasets reside in HDFS and exist prior
to the workflow execution. For example, the first job in a workflow has only exter-
nal input datasets. The input of a intermediate job in a workflow is defined by the
output of previous job. We call such input datasets as internal ones.
For an intermediate job in a given workflow, the input data size per map task
depends on the following factors:
• the output size of the previous job,
• the number of reduce tasks of the previous job, and
• the block size on HDFS.
In particular, each reduce task generates an output file which is stored in HDFS.
If the output file size is larger than the HDFS block size (default value 64MB), the
output file will be split into multiple data blocks, and each of them will be read by
a map task of the next job. For example, let the output size be 70 MB. In this case,
this output will be written as two blocks: one of 64 MB and the second of 6 MB,
and it will define two map tasks that read files of varying sizes (64 MB and 6 MB).
Based on these observations, we can estimate the number of map tasks and the
average map input size of the next jobs as
NJiM = dDataJi−1write/Datablocke ×NJi−1R (3.12)
InpJiM = (Datawrite ×NR)/NJiM (3.13)
For jobs that read from multiple datasets (e.g, jobs that perform the join opera-
tion), we get the job profiles and the input data information for each dataset and
estimate the average and maximum map task durations based on these informa-
tion (denoted as T J,avgMI and T
J,max
MI
respectively. Specifically, suppose given a job J
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with K different input datasets, we have
T J,avgM task =
∑
1≤i≤K T
J,avg
MI
×NJMI∑
1≤i≤K N
J
Mi
(3.14)
T J,maxM task = max1≤i≤KT
J,max
Mi
(3.15)
3.3.2 Modeling MapReduce workflows with sequential jobs
Consider a MapReduce workflow W that contains N MapReduce jobs
W = {J1, J2, ...JN}. We show first a simple approach to estimate the workflow
completion time according to the input dataset and allocated map and reduce slots
for the workflow (denoted as SWM and S
W
R respectively). It is based on the platform
performance model and the MapReduce job model we introduced in Chapter 3.1
and Chapter 3.2 respectively.
According to the description in Chapter 3.2, for a given MapReduce workflow
with N jobs, we can estimate the average and maximum map and reduce task
durations for each job Ji within the workflow given the workflow input datasets.
Then, by applying the bounds based model outlined in Chapter 3.2.2 and the es-
timated average (maximum) task durations, we are able to approximate the lower
and upper bound of completion time of each job Ji that belongs to the workflow
as a function of SWM and S
W
R in the following form:
T lowJi (S
W
M , S
W
R ) = A
low
Ji
· N
Ji
M
SWM
+BlowJi ·
NJiR
SWR
+ C lowJi (3.16)
For a workflow that contains only sequential jobs, a straightforward approach
is to estimate the overall program completion time as a sum of completion times
of all the jobs that constitute the workflow:
T lowW (S
W
M , S
W
R ) =
∑
1≤i≤N
T lowJi (S
W
M , S
W
R ) (3.17)
The computation of the estimates based on different bounds (T upW and T
avg
W ) are
handled similarly: we use the respective models for computing T upJ or T
avg
J for
each MapReduce job Ji (1 ≤ i ≤ N) that constitutes the workflow.
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If individual MapReduce jobs within the workflow are assigned different num-
ber of slots, our approach is still applicable: we would need to compute the com-
pletion time estimates of individual jobs as a function of their individually as-
signed resources.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the workflow performance model
We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed performance model using the same
testbed as we described in Chapter 3.1.4.
We use the well-known PigMix [5] benchmark as our case for study. The bench-
mark was created for testing Pig system performance. It consists of 17 Pig pro-
grams (L1-L17), which uses datasets generated by the default Pigmix data gen-
erator with 8 tables. The details about the table layout and the query set can be
found in [5]. In our experiments, we generate 125 million records for the largest
table and has a total size around 1 TB across 8 tables. The PigMix programs cov-
er a wide range of the Pig features and operators, and the data set are generated
with similar properties to Yahoo’s datasets that are commonly processed using Pig.
With the exception of L11 (that contains a stage with 2 concurrent jobs), all PigMix
programs involve DAGs of sequential jobs.
We first run the benchmark to build the specific job profiles with the map (re-
duce) selectivity and the execution time per record for the map(reduce) function.
By using the extracted job profiles and the designed workflow performance model
described above, we compute the completion time estimates of Pig programs in
the benchmarks as a function of allocated resources. Then we validate the predict-
ed completion times against the measured ones. We execute each benchmark three
times and report the measured completion time averaged across 3 runs.
Figure 3.15 shows the results for the PigMix benchmark when each program
in the set is processed with 128 map and 64 reduce slots. Given that the comple-
tion times of different programs in PigMix are in a broad range of 100s – 2000s, for
presentation purposes and easier comparison, we normalize the predicted com-
pletion times with respect to the measured ones. The three bars in Figure 3.15 rep-
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Figure 3.15: Predicted and measured completion time for PigMix with 128x64 slots.
resent the predicted completion times based on the lower (T low) and upper (T up)
bounds, and the average of them (T avg). We observe that the actual completion
times (shown as the straight Measured-CT line) of all 17 programs fall between
the lower and upper bound estimates. Moreover, the predicted completion times
based on the average of the upper and lower bounds are within 10% of the mea-
sured results for most cases. The worst prediction (around 20% error) is for the
Pig query L11. The measured completion time of L11 is very close to the lower
bound. Note, that the L11 program is the only program in PigMix that is defined
by a DAG with concurrent jobs.
Figure 3.16 shows the results for the PigMix benchmark when each program
in the set is processed with 64 map and 64 reduce slots. Indeed, our model accu-
rate computes the program completion time estimates as a function of allocated
resources: the actual completion times of all 17 programs are in between the com-
puted lower and upper bounds. The predicted completion times based on the
average of the upper and lower bounds provide the best results: 10-12% of the
measured results for most cases.
Limitation of the performance model
The proposed performance model works well for the PigMix benchmark, however,
as most the Pig programs within PigMix is compiled into MapReduce workflows
with sequential jobs. It is not clear about the effectiveness of the model in predict-
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Figure 3.16: Predicted and measured completion time for PigMix with 64x64 slots.
ing the completion time for more general workflows with both sequential and con-
current jobs. To get a better understanding about the accuracy of the performance
model for general MapReduce workflow, we performed similar experiments for
two other workloads. One of the workloads is based on TPC-H queries, and the
other consists of customized queries for mining web proxy logs from HP Labs. We
briefly describe the datasets and queries we used in these two workflow as follows:
(a) TPC-H Q5 (b) TPC-H Q8 (c) TPC-H Q10
(d) Proxy Q1 (e) Proxy Q2 (f) Proxy Q3
Figure 3.17: DAGs of Pig programs in the TPC-H and HP Labs Proxy query sets.
TPC-H. This workload is based on TPC-H [12], a standard database benchmark
for decision-support workloads. The TPC-H benchmark comes with a data gener-
ator that is used to generate the test database for queries included in the TPC-H
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suite. There are eight tables: customer, supplier, orders, lineitem, part, partsupp, nation,
and region used by queries in TPC-H. The input dataset size is controlled by the s-
caling factor (a parameter in the data generator). The scaling factor of 1 generates 1
GB input dataset. The created data is stored in ASCII files where each file contains
pipe-delimited load data for the tables defined in the TPC-H database schemas.
The Pig system is designed to process flexible plain text and can load these data
easily with its default storage function. We select 3 queries Q5, Q8, Q10 out of 22
SQL queries from the TPC-H benchmark and express them as Pig programs. We
pick these queries as they result in DAGs with of concurrent MapReduce jobs 5.
• The TPC-H Q5 query lists for each nation in a region, the revenue that result-
ed from lineitem transactions in which the customer ordering parts and the
supplier filling them were both within that nation. It joins 6 tables, and its
dataflow results in 3 concurrent MapReduce jobs. The DAG of the program
is shown in Figure 3.17 (a).
• The TPC-H Q8 query determines how the market share of a given nation
within a given region has changed over two years for a given part type. It
joins 8 tables, and its dataflow results in two stages with 4 and 2 concur-
rent MapReduce jobs respectively. The DAG of the program is shown in
Figure 3.17 (b).
• The TPC-H Q10 query identifies the customers, who have returned parts that
effect on lost revenue for a given quarter, It joins 4 tables, and its dataflow
results in 2 concurrent MapReduce jobs with the DAG of the program shown
in Figure 3.17 (c).
HP Labs’ Web Proxy Query Set. This workload consists of a set of Pig programs
for analyzing HP Labs’ web proxy logs. The dataset contains 6 months access logs
to web proxy gateway at HP Labs during 2011-2012 years. The total dataset size
(12 months) is about 36 GB. There are 438 million records in these logs, The proxy
5While more efficient logical plans may exist, our goal here is to create a DAG with concurrent jobs to
stress test our model.
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log data contains one record per each web access. The fields include information
such as date, time, time-taken, c-ip, cs-host, etc. The log files are stored as plain text
and the fields are separated with spaces. Our main intent is to evaluate our models
using realistic Pig queries executed on real-world data. We aim to create a diverse
set of Pig programs with dataflows that result in the DAGs of MapReduce jobs
with concurrent jobs:
• The Proxy Q1 program investigates the dynamics in access frequencies to
different websites per month and compares them across the 6 months. The
Pig program results in 6 concurrent MapReduce jobs with the DAG of the
program shown in Figure 3.17 (d).
• The Proxy Q2 program tries to discover the co-relationship between two web-
sites from different sets (tables) of popular websites: the first set is created
to represent the top 500 popular websites accessed by web users within the
enterprise. The second set contains the top 100 popular websites in US ac-
cording to Alexa’s statistics 6. The DAG of the Pig program is shown in Fig-
ure 3.17 (e).
• The Proxy Q3 program presents the intersect of 100 most popular websites
(i.e., websites with highest access frequencies) accessed both during work
and after work hours. The DAG of the program is shown in Figure 3.17 (f).
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(b) Proxy Queries
Figure 3.18: Predicted and measured completion time for TPC-H and Proxy queries exe-
cuted with 128x64 slots.
6http://www.alexa.com/topsites
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Figure 3.18 shows the normalized results of predicted completion times in re-
spect the actual measured ones for TPC-H and Proxy queries processed with 128
map and 64 reduce slots. As we can find from the figure, the proposed perfor-
mance model is pessimistic in estimating the completion time for workflows with
concurrent jobs – for queries TPC-H Q5, Q10 and Proxy Q2, Q3 the measured com-
pletion times are closer to lower bound estimates, and for queries TPC-H Q8 and
Proxy Q1, even the lower bound on the predicted completion time is higher than
the measured program completion time in the cluster.
3.3.3 Modeling MapReduce workflows with concurrent jobs
As we shown in Chapter 3.3.2, the simple performance model works well for work-
flows with sequential jobs. However, it over-estimates the completion time for
workflows with concurrent jobs. To understand the reason for such results, we
show in this chapter an analysis of the execution of concurrent jobs in the work-
flow and identify that the execution overlap among the concurrent jobs reduce the
overall workflow completion time. Based on the observation, we refine the previ-
ous model by incorporating the execution overlap into the model.
Modeling concurrent jobs’ executions
Let us consider two concurrent MapReduce jobs J1 and J2. There are no data de-
pendencies among the concurrent jobs. Therefore, unlike the execution of sequen-
tial jobs where the next job can only start after the previous one is entirely finished
(shown in Figure 3.19 (a)), for concurrent jobs, once the previous job completes
its map phase and begins reduce phase processing, the next job can start its map
phase execution with the released map resources in a pipelined fashion (shown in
Figure 3.19 (b)). As a result, with such “overlap” in executions of concurrent jobs,
the entire workflow completion time is reduced.
The performance model we proposed in Chapter 3.3.2 approximates the com-
pletion time of a workflow W = {J1, J2} as a sum of completion times of J1 and J2
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(a) Sequential execution of two jobs J1 and J2.
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(b) Concurrent execution of two jobs J1 and J2.
Figure 3.19: Difference in executions of (a) two sequential MapReduce jobs; (b) two con-
current MapReduce jobs.
(see eq. 3.17) independent on whether jobs J1 and J2 are sequential or concurrent. While
such an approach results in straightforward computations, at the same time, if we
do not consider possible overlap in execution of map and reduce stages of con-
current jobs then the computed estimates are pessimistic and over-estimate their
completion time.
Modeling MapReduce workflows with concurrent jobs
Now, we explain how we refine the previous performance model for predicting
the completion time TW of a MapReduce workflow W as a function of allocated
resources (SWM , S
W
R ).
Given a MapReduce workflow W that is compiled from a Pig program as a
DAG of MapReduce jobs. This DAG represents the Pig program execution plan.
The Pig engine partitions the DAG into multiple stages, each stage contains one or
more independent MapReduce jobs which can be executed concurrently. For plan
execution, the Pig system will first submit all the jobs from the first stage. Once
they are completed, it will submit jobs from the second stage, etc. This process
continues until all the jobs are completed.
Note that due to the data dependencies within a Pig execution plan, the next
stage can not start until the previous stage finishes. Thus, the completion time of
such a MapReduce workflow W which contains S stages can be estimated as fol-
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lows:
TW =
∑
1≤i≤S
TSi (3.18)
where TSi represents the completion time of stage i.
For a stage that consists of a single job J , the stage completion time is defined
by the job J ’s completion time. For a stage that contains concurrent jobs, the stage
completion time depends on the completion time of the consisting jobs as well as
their execution order.
Suppose there are |Si| jobs within a particular stage Si and the jobs are executed
according to the order {J1, J2, ...J|Si|}. To describe the model, we use the following
notations:
timeStartMJi the start time of job Ji’s map phase
timeEndMJi the end time of job Ji’s map phase
timeStartRJi the start time of job Ji’s reduce phase
timeEndRJi the end time of job Ji’s reduce phase
Figure 3.20(a) shows an example of three concurrent jobs execution in the order
J1, J2, J3. With the execution overlaps, instead of using the sum of the completion
time for each of the consisting job, the stage completion time should be estimated
as the time elapses from the start point of the first scheduled job to the end point
of the last scheduled job as:
TSi = timeEnd
R
J|Si|
− timeStartMJ1 (3.19)
We next explain how to estimate the start (end) time of each job’s map (reduce)
phase. Given the input dataset(s) and the number of allocated map (reduce) slots
(SWM , S
W
R ) to the MapReduce workflowW , we can compute for any MapReduce job
Ji(1 ≤ i ≤ |Si| the duration of its map and reduce stages (denoted as TMJi and TRJi
respectively) using the platform model and bounds based estimates as described
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Figure 3.20: Execution of Concurrent Jobs
in Chapter 3.2.2. 7 Then we have
timeEndMJi = timeStart
M
Ji
+ TMJi (3.20)
timeEndRJi = timeStart
R
Ji
+ TRJi (3.21)
Note, that Figure 3.20 (a) can be rearranged to show the execution of jobs’ map
(reduce) stages separately as shown in Figure 3.20 (b). It is easy to see that since
all the concurrent jobs are independent, the map phase of the next job can start
immediately ones the previous job’s map stage is finished, i.e.,
timeStartMJi = timeEnd
M
Ji−1 = timeStart
M
Ji−1 + T
M
Ji−1 (3.22)
On the other hand, the start time timeStartRJi of the reduce stage of the concurrent
job Ji should satisfy the following two conditions:
1. timeStartRJi ≥ timeEndMJi
2. timeStartRJi ≥ timeEndRJi−1
Therefore, the start time of the reduce stage can be expressed using the follow-
7Here, we use the completion time estimates based on the average of the lower and upper
bounds.
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ing equation:
timeStartRJi = max{timeEndMJi , timeEndRJi−1} =
= max{timeStartMJi + TMJi , timeStartRJi−1 + TRJi−1} (3.23)
Then the completion time of the entire workflow W is defined as the sum of its
stages using eq. (3.18).
Evaluate the refined performance model
We evaluate the accuracy of the refined performance model in predicting the com-
pletion time for MapReduce jobs with concurrent jobs using the same TPC-H and
the HP Lab’s proxy query set we used in Chapter 3.3.2. The testbed we used is the
same as we described in Chapter 3.1.4. We no longer use the PigMix benchmark
because it contains mostly workflows with sequential jobs.
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Figure 3.21: Predicted completion times using basic vs refined models (128x64 slot-
s).
Figure 3.21 shows the workflow completion time estimates based on the per-
formance model introduced in Chapter 3.3.2 (called the basic model here) and the
refined performance model for TPC-H and Proxy queries that represent workflows
with concurrent jobs. The completion time estimates are computed using T avgW (the
average of the lower and upper bounds). Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show the results for
the case when each program is processed with 128x64 and 32x64 map and reduce
slots respectively.
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Figure 3.22: Predicted completion times using basic vs refined models (32x64 slots).
In all cases, the completion time estimates based on the refined model are sig-
nificantly improved compared to the basic model results which are too pessimistic.
In most cases (11 out of 12), the predicted completion time is within 10% of the
measured ones.
Compare with prediction based on linear extrapolation
As a comparison, we also show in the next experiments the prediction results for
the TPC-H and proxy queries using a simple linear extrapolation. The experiments
are performed on the 64 nodes Hadoop cluster with 2 map slots and 1 reduce s-
lot configured for each node. For TPC-H, we first execute the queries on the data
generated with scaling factor equals to 5 and 10 and use the measured durations
to derive the linear function to predict the completion time when executed them
on a larger dataset generated with scaling factor equals to 20. For proxy queries,
we first execute them with the logs collected for 1 and 3 months to derive the lin-
ear function and then use the derived functions to predict the performance when
executing with the 6-months logs.
The results from Figure 3.23 clearly shows that the linear extrapolation ap-
proach does not work well in predicting completion time for MapReduce workl-
fows. In most cases (5 out 6), the completion time estimates have a difference more
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that 30% from the measured results with a worst case of 90%. The inaccuracy is
caused by 1) the linear extrapolation does not capture the different impact of input
data set on different phases and 2) the linear extrapolation does not handle the
execution overlap among concurrent executions.
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Figure 3.23: Predicted completion time using linear extrapolation (128x64 slots).
3.4 Model sensitivity
In the following part, we discuss a set of factors that could affect the accuracy
of our modeling framework which include: 1) impact of sample data size where
we use to extract the job profile (Chapter 3.4.1). 2) impact of the characteristics
of input data on the map function performance (Chapter 3.4.2). 3) impact of data
skew in the reduce stage (Chapter 3.4.3). We also investigate the stability of the
job execution across different runs (Chapter 3.4.4). Through the discussion, we try
to identify the limitations of our approach and also the applicable applications for
our framework.
3.4.1 Impact of sample data size
In designing our modeling framework, we exploit the fact that a typical production
MapReduce application is executed routinely on new data. We take advantage of
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this observation, and for a periodic application, we automatically build its jobs’
profiles from the past execution. These extracted job profiles are used for future
predictions when this application is executed on new data. The question is how
sensitive the model and the prediction results to a given training data (i.e. to the
extracted job profile from the last job execution).
In our profiling approach, we estimate processing costs per record during the
map and reduce phases. This normalized cost is used to project the map/reduce
phase duration when these tasks need to process the increased (or decreased)
amounts of data (records). Figure 3.24 shows a predicted completion time (nor-
malized with respect to the measured time) of TPC-H Q10 with different scale fac-
tors. Our prediction is based on the job profiles extracted from TPC-H Q10 with
the scale factor 9.
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Figure 3.24: Impact of sample data size on completion time estimates
Using these job profiles we predict T avg for TPC-H Q10 based on different s-
cale factors. The predicted results are accurate for scale factors 10,15, 20, and still
acceptable for scale factor 7. The prediction errors for scale factors 3 and 5 are
significantly higher.
To understand the logic behind these results, we analyze TPC-H Q10 process-
ing in more detail (see its DAG in Figure 3.17 (c)). Our measurements reveal that
the first stage is responsible for 40% of the overall execution time. Therefore, ana-
lyzing the profiles of two concurrent jobs J1 and J2 of this stage will be very useful.
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Figures 3.25 (a) and (b) show the processing costs per record during different exe-
cution phases of J1 and J2 respectively. Apparently, the job profiles are quite stable
starting at the scale factor 8 and up. It explains why the completion time predic-
tions for these scale factors are accurate. However, for small scale factors, the pro-
cessing costs per record are significantly higher. There is an overhead associated
with a task execution and it contributes a significant portion in the task duration
when processing a small set of records. The overhead impact is significantly di-
minished when processing a larger dataset, and the cost per record becomes more
representative of the actual processing cost.
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Figure 3.25: Profile for TPC-H Q10 with different input data size (scale factor).
3.4.2 Impact of input data on the map function performance
As we discussed in Chapter 3.1, the map (reduce) task is consists of a sequence
of phases, and among these phases, there are two customized ones: the map
and reduce phases. There execution performance is determined by the user de-
fined functions and we estimate the duration for these customized phases by ex-
tracting a profile from the past execution which contains the average execution
time per record for the map(reduce) functions and use the profile to estimate the
map(reduce) phase duration when it is execution on a larger data set.
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The intuition behind the approach is that the map(reduce) function performs
the same computation logic on each input record and the average execution time
per record for the map(reduce) function remains consistent when applied on dif-
ferent input data set. Such assumption holds for most data processing operation
such as projection and selection and simple MapReduce application such as Word-
Count and Sort However, for some more complex applications, the map(reduce)
function performance could be significantly impacted by the input data set.
As an example, the computation of the map function in the KMeans application
significantly depends on the number of initial centroids. It defines the number of
clusters in the clustering algorithm (i.e., the K value). Table 3.7 shows the pro-
cessing time per record of the map function for KMmeans with different number of
initial centroids (i.e., K=16 and K=50).
Table 3.7: Processing time per record for KMeans with different number of initial
centroids.
Process time per record
KMeans 16 175ms
KMeans 50 522ms
For KMeans with 50 centroids, the map function has a much higher execution
time compared with KMeans with 16 centroids, since the increased number of cen-
troids in the clustering algorithm increases the number of comparisons for each
record in the map phase and it leads to an increased compute time of the map
function. As a result, for these complex application whose map(reduce) function
impacted by input data, we have to extract the profile based on the new data set
and use it for a more accurate performance prediction.
3.4.3 Impact of data skew in reduce stage
The proposed MapReduce performance model relies on the assumption that the
intermediate data generated by the map stage is uniformly distributed across the
reduce tasks. However, this assumption may not hold for some applications with
skewed input/output data.
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Take the KMeans application again for example, Figure 3.11 in Chapter 3.2.3
shows the predicted completion times closely approximate the measured ones. In
these experiments, we considered the KMeans application with K=50, i.e., defined
by the number of reduce tasks has set to 50. The performance prediction for K-
Means application with K=50 is quite accurate.
However, the situation changes when we perform the same experiments for
KMeans with K=16. Table 3.8 shows the measured and predicted completion time
for the KMeans 16 and KMeans 50 when these jobs are executed on the large 66-
node cluster.
Table 3.8: Measured and predicted completion times for KMmeans
Measured Completion Predicted Completion
Time (sec) Time (sec)
KMeans 16 1910 1275
KMeans 50 3605 3683
The measured completion time for KMmeans 16 is 1910 sec. while the predicted
completion time is 1275 sec (i.e., a prediction error of 33%). For a more detailed
analysis of the KMeans execution time under different parameters, we break down
its overall completion time into three main stages, such as map, shuffle, and reduce
stages, and compare their durations when it is configured with 16 and 50 reduce
tasks respectively. The results are illustrated in Figure 3.26.
We can see that the proposed model predicts accurately the duration of the
map stage in both cases: the difference between the measured and predicted re-
sults is 3% and 4% respectively. However, for KMeans with 16 reduce tasks, the
model under-estimates the shuffle and reduce stage durations. Since the shuffle
and reduce stages represent a significant fraction in the overall completion time
of KMeans 16 – this leads to a significant inaccuracy in predicting the job comple-
tion time. The prediction error is caused by the skew in the intermediate data and
the unbalanced data distribution to the reduce tasks. As the number of input cen-
troids (i.e., the K value) also defines the number of reduce tasks, by increasing the
reduce task number (the number of initial centroids), the amount of data attached
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Figure 3.26: Predicted vs measured stage durations for KMeans application with
different number of reduce tasks (i.e., K = 16 and K = 50).
with each key is more evenly distributed which reduced the unbalanced work in
reduce stage. Moreover, the increased number of reduce tasks results in a smaller
portion of data processed by each reduce task. This significantly decreases the du-
rations of shuffle and reduce stages and masks a possible impact of a data skew in
these stages on the overall completion time. Therefore, the prediction of execution
time for KMmeans 50 is more accurate.
3.4.4 Variability of job profiles in public cloud environment
Another interesting problem is to understand the variability of job profiles. If
the job profiles when executed on the MapReduce framework vary significantly
across different executions, it will lead to inaccuracy with our performance mod-
eling framework in predicting the completion times. The question becomes more
important in public cloud environment as it is expected that there will be more
performance uncertainty in such shared environment.
We execute the set of 13 applications shown in Table 3.2 on three Hadoop clus-
ters deployed with different types of EC2 VM instances: small, medium and large
with more details about each instance type and our configurations in Table 3.4 in
Chapter 3.2.3
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Tables 3.9-3.11 summarize the job profiles collected for these applications. For
better analysis, we separate the shuffle duration from the reduce task as the shuffle
duration is mostly affected by the network performance. Specifically, these tables
show the average durations for map, shuffle and reduce processing as well as the
standard deviation for these stages across 5 runs.
The standard deviation for the measured map, shuffle, and reduce processing
shows that the map task durations are very stable across different applications
and clusters (stdev is less than 10% for all cases). While shuffle durations for some
applications exhibit a higher standard deviation. From one hand, the variability
is caused by the shared network where different instances compete for the same
bandwidth. One the other hand, the data skew also caused more variability as
the shuffle time is significantly impacted by the amount of data that needs to be
transferred. As a result, the Classification and KMeans applications show a higher
stand deviation in their shuffle processing. The reduce processing turns to be more
stable than the shuffle processing. However, some of the applications (e.g., Grep,
HistMovies and HistRatings), since they contain a single reduce task, their reduce
processing shows a higher stdev mostly because the different performance they
have when executed on different instances.
One interesting observation from the analysis of the job profiles is that the shuf-
fle durations of the Hadoop cluster formed with large instances are much longer
compared to the clusters formed with small instances. The reason is that the A-
mazon EC2 instance scaling is done with respect to the CPU and RAM capacity,
while the storage and network bandwidth is only fractionally improved. As we
configure a higher number of slots on large instances, it increases the I/O and net-
work contention among the tasks running on the same instance, and it leads to
significantly increased durations of the shuffle phase. At the same time, the map
task durations of most applications executed on the Hadoop cluster with large in-
stances are significantly improved, e.g., the map task durations of Classification
and KMeans applications improved almost three times. We will discuss about the
problem and possible opportunities from these observations in Chapter 4.2.
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Table 3.9: Job profiles on the EC2 cluster with small instances (time in sec)
Application avgMap avgShuffle avgReduce map STDEV shuffle STDEV reduce STDEV
TeraSort 29.1 248.5 31.2 0.82% 4.51% 0.97%
WordCount 71.5 218.7 12.1 1.16% 5.83% 3.68%
Grep 19.0 125.7 4.5 1.19% 26.43% 10.53%
InvIndex 83.9 196.8 18.2 1.33% 8.03% 3.96%
RankInvIndex 35.4 376.0 81.9 1.05% 3.79% 0.81%
TermVector 98.9 360.0 137.2 0.78% 2.45% 2.45%
SeqCount 101.2 256.8 54.1 1.01% 3.63% 6.62%
SelfJoin 11.9 217.9 12.3 0.70% 4.87% 3.12%
AdjList 265.9 72.7 291.1 1.53% 6.57% 0.84%
HistMovies 17.9 138.9 3.4 1.49% 40.85% 34.84%
HistRating 58.9 111.8 4.8 2.10% 35.58% 22.41%
Classif 3147.3 58.5 4.0 1.21% 12.76% 3.13%
Kmeans 3155.9 80.4 87.5 0.32% 30.09% 11.43%
Table 3.10: Job profiles on the EC2 cluster with medium instances (time in sec)
Application avgMap avgShuffle avgReduce map STDEV shuffle STDEV reduce STDEV
TeraSort 36.9 466.3 26.5 1.06% 14.07% 1.21%
WordCount 83.0 562.4 11.6 0.48% 7.01% 9.09%
Grep 23.8 256.6 3.2 4.95% 24.13% 9.48%
InvIndex 101.0 449.5 13.6 0.52% 8.65% 1.62%
RankInvIndex 45.7 741.6 64.0 0.63% 9.40% 2.77%
TermVector 128.1 432.4 71.9 0.23% 7.08% 2.81%
SeqCount 126.8 482.1 35.0 0.52% 21.70% 14.98%
SelfJoin 11.1 408.1 11.2 0.92% 13.86% 1.65%
AdjList 270.1 163.2 206.4 2.74% 8.70% 1.16%
HistMovies 20.1 246.7 3.7 3.14% 26.39% 17.04%
HistRating 71.7 240.4 5.0 0.23% 31.39% 14.22%
Classif 3013.8 177.2 3.9 0.82% 44.03% 4.33%
Kmeans 2994.0 189.7 51.7 3.93% 80.84% 6.96%
3.5 Conclusion
Hadoop is increasingly being deployed in enterprise private clouds and also of-
fered as a service by public cloud providers (e.g., Amazons Elastic Map-Reduce).
Many companies are embracing Hadoop for advanced data analytics over large
datasets that require completion time guarantees. Design of new job profiling
tools and performance models for MapReduce environments has been an active
research topic in industry and academia during past few years.
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Table 3.11: Job profiles on the EC2 cluster with large instances (time in sec)
Application avgMap avgShuffle avgReduce map STDEV shuffle STDEV reduce STDEV
TeraSort 27.3 806.4 20.0 0.66% 7.78% 16.14%
WordCount 54.7 1028.6 12.9 4.33% 10.24% 9.15%
Grep 18.3 791.8 4.3 3.50% 16.48% 22.81%
InvIndex 61.8 1152.6 14.9 6.47% 5.10% 8.68%
RankInvIndex 28.3 1155.8 40.5 1.49% 9.20% 8.19%
TermVector 85.3 1007.6 30.2 3.88% 5.98% 10.04%
SeqCount 62.0 1046.1 37.6 1.51% 6.70% 2.10%
SelfJoin 16.4 1015.7 18.5 1.93% 4.86% 19.11%
AdjList 149.0 436.9 149.1 0.56% 13.34% 2.78%
HistMovies 22.3 724.2 5.2 6.97% 22.46% 17.25%
HistRating 51.4 628.6 3.6 10.59% 21.01% 40.83%
Classif 1004.6 711.2 3.9 0.87% 37.15% 27.74%
Kmeans 1024.6 716.9 58.5 1.31% 10.75% 5.25%
In this chapter, we offer a new MapReduce performance modeling framework
that can efficiently predict the completion time of a MapReduce application. It
combines 3 different performance models which includes 1) a platform perfor-
mance model. 2) a MapReduce job performance model and 3) a MapReduce work-
flow performance model. We first use a set of microbenchmarks to profile generic
phases of the MapReduce processing pipeline of a given Hadoop cluster and de-
rive an accurate platform performance model of a given cluster. Next, the intro-
duced MapReduce job performance model combines the knowledge of the extract-
ed job profile and the derived platform performance model to predict a MapRe-
duce job completion time on a new dataset. Finally, the workflow performance
model is used to predict the completion time of a MapReduce workflow that could
contain both sequential and concurrent jobs. Our approach is non-intrusive, ef-
ficient and accurate. The proposed approach also enables automated deadline-
driven resource allocation and provisioning for complex MapReduce applications
defined by the DAGs of MapReduce jobs which will be covered in the next chap-
ter.
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Resource Management for
MapReduce Applications
It is common in the enterprise setting, that a Hadoop cluster is shared by mul-
tiple applications and each of these applications need to complete with certain
time target, that are formulated as the completion time guarantees. The techno-
logical trend towards using MapReduce based frameworks in support of these
latency-sensitive applications requires the system to employ an automatic resource
allocation control for achieving different performance goals for each application.
Currently, there is no job scheduler for MapReduce environments that given a job
completion deadline, could allocate the appropriate amount of resources to the job
so that it meets the deadline.
On the other hand, the advent of cloud computing provides a new delivery
model with virtually unlimited computing and storage resources. It offers a com-
pelling alternative to rent resources in a “pay-as-you-go” fashion. It is an attractive
and cost-efficient option for many users because acquiring and maintaining a com-
plex, large-scale infrastructure such as a Hadoop cluster requires a significant up-
front investment and then a continuous maintenance and management support.
However, a typical cloud environment offers a choice of different capacity Virtu-
al Machines for deployment with different prices. These VMs can be deployed
on a variety of hardware and be allocated different amounts of system resources.
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Therefore, a user is facing a variety of platform and different choices could lead
to significant difference in execution performance as well as the monetary cost de-
pending on the applications the user plans to execute. The selection of the optimal
cluster deployment is a non-trivial problem and currently there is no guidance that
could help the user make the decisions.
In this chapter, we focus on the resource management for MapReduce work-
loads in order to achieve their performance goals. Specifically, we try to provide
solutions to the following two problems.
• Resource allocation in shared Hadoop cluster. i.e., given a MapReduce applica-
tion which could be defined as a DAG of MapReduce jobs with a completion
time goal, determine the appropriate amount of resources required for com-
pleting it with a given (soft) deadline and control the resource allocation with
our deadline-aware scheduler.
• Resource provision in public cloud environment. i.e., given a workload that con-
sists of multiple MapReduce applications, select the type and size of the un-
derlying platform for a Hadoop cluster that provides best cost/performance
trade-offs: i) minimizing the cost (budget) while achieving a given makespan
target, or ii) minimizing the achievable makespan for a given budget.
4.1 Deadline-driven resource allocation on shared
Hadoop cluster
We first propose our solution to the deadline driven resource allocation problem
for MapReduce applications. It is based on the performance evaluation model
described in Chapter 3 and contains an efficient strategy to estimate the minimal
resource requirement for an application to achieve its completion time target. We
start, as a building block, the resource management for applications that contain a
single MapReduce job and then extend it for more complex applications defined
as MapReduce workflows. We first propose a simple approach which works effec-
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tively for sequential MapReduce workflows, and then refine it to incorporate the
execution overlaps for concurrent jobs within a workflow.
Besides, in refining the resource allocation approach, we identify that the ex-
ecution order of the concurrent jobs within a workflow could significantly affect
the overall completion time. Motivated by such observation, we first optimize
a MapReduce workflow execution by enforcing the optimal schedule of its con-
current jobs. The proposed optimization could reduce the total completion time.
Moreover, it has another useful outcome: it eliminates existing non-determinism
in execution of concurrent jobs, and therefore, it enables better performance pre-
dictions and more accurate resource estimates.
4.1.1 Resource allocation for single MapReduce job
As a building block, we first introduce the resource allocation strategy for simple
latency sensitive applications that contain a single MapReduce job. It is based on
the bounds based performance model as described in Chapter 3.2.2. As the pro-
posed model predicts the job completion time as a function of allocated resources
(i.e., the number of map and reduce slots) using the following form:
T lowJ = A
low
J ·
NJM
SJM
+BlowJ ·
NJR
SJR
+ C lowJ (4.1)
It also can be used to find the appropriate number of map and reduce slots that
could support a given job deadline D: let us substitute D instead of T lowJ in Equa-
tion 4.1 as
D = AlowJ ·
NJM
SJM
+BlowJ ·
NJR
SJR
+ C lowJ (4.2)
Equation 4.2 yields a hyperbola if SJM and S
J
R are the variables. Figure 4.1 shows
an example of such hyperbola.
All integral points on this hyperbola are possible allocations of map and reduce
slots which result in meeting the same deadline D. There is a point where the sum
of the required map and reduce slots is minimized. We calculate this minima on
the curve using Lagrange’s multipliers [66], since we would like to conserve the
number of map and reduce slots required for the minimum resource allocation per
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Figure 4.1: Resource allocations satisfy a given deadline
job J with a given deadline D. Note, that we can use D for finding the resource
allocations from the corresponding equations for upper and lower bounds on the
job completion time estimates.
4.1.2 Resource allocation for MapReduce workflows: a basic
approach
Now, consider a more complex application defined as a workflow that consists of
N jobs: W = {J1, J2, ...JN}with a given completion time goal D. The problem is is
to estimate a required resource allocation (a number of map and reduce slots) that
enables the workflow W to be completed with the (soft) deadline D.
First of all, there are multiple possible resource allocations that could lead
to a desirable performance goal. We could have picked a set of intermediate
completion times Di for each job Ji from the set W = {J1, J2, ...JN} such that
D1 + D2 + ... + DN ≤ D , and then determine the number of map and reduce
slots required for each job Ji to finish its processing within Di. However, such
a solution would be difficult to implement and manage by the scheduler. When
each job in a DAG requires a different allocation of map and reduce tasks then it is
difficult to reserve and guarantee the timely availability of the required resources.
A simpler and more elegant solution would be to determine a specially tailored
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resource allocation of map and reduce slots (SWM , S
W
R ) to be allocated to the entire
workflow W (i.e., to each its job Ji, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ) such that W would finish within a
given deadline D. We called it the basic resource allocation approach.
There are a few design choices for determining the required resource allocation
for a given MapReduce workflow. These choices are driven by the bound-based
performance models designed in Chapter 3.2.2:
• Determine the resource allocation when deadline D is targeted as a lower
bound of the workflow completion time. Typically, this leads to the least
amount of resources that are allocated to the workflow for finishing within
deadline D. The lower bound on the completion time corresponds to “ide-
al” computation under allocated resources and is rarely achievable in real
environments.
• Determine the resource allocation when deadline D is targeted as an upper
bound of the workflow completion time. This would lead to a more aggres-
sive resource allocations and might result in a workflow completion time that
is much smaller (better) than D because worst case scenarios are also rare in
production settings.
• Finally, we can determine the resource allocation when deadlineD is targeted
as the average between lower and upper bounds on the workflow completion
time. This solution provides a balanced resource allocation that is closer for
achieving the workflow completion time D.
For example, when D is targeted as a lower bound of the workflow completion
time, we need to solve the following equation for an appropriate pair(SWM , S
W
R ) of
map and reduce slots: ∑
1≤i≤N
T lowJi (S
W
M , S
W
R ) = D (4.3)
By using the Lagrange’s multipliers method as described in [66], we determine the
minimum amount of resources (i.e. a pair of map and reduce slots (SWM , S
W
R ) that
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results in the minimum sum of the map and reduce slots) that needs to be allocated
to W for completing with a given deadline D.
Solution when D is targeted as an upper bound or an average between lower and
upper bounds of the workflow completion time can be found in a similar way.
Evaluating the basic approach in supporting deadline-driven applications
We evaluate the accuracy of the basic approach in estimating the appropriate re-
source allocation for a MapReduce workflow with completion time requirement
using the same PigMix benchmark and TPC-H and proxy query set described in
Chapter 3.3.2 as well as the testing workloads. The experiments are performed on
the same testbed as we described in Chapter 3.1.4.
We first evaluate the approach with the PigMix benchmark. In this set of ex-
periments, let T denote the completion time when it is processed with maximum
available cluster resources (i.e., when the entire cluster is used for processing). We
set D = 3 · T as a completion time goal. Using the Lagrange multipliers’ approach
(described in Chapter 4.1.2) we compute the required resource allocation, i.e., a
fraction of cluster resources, a tailored number of map and reduce slots that allow
the workflow to be completed with deadline D. As discussed in Chapter 4.1.2, we
can compute a resource allocation when D is targeted as either a lower bound, or
upper bound or the average of lower and upper bounds on the completion time.
Figure 4.2 shows the measured workflow completion times based on these three
different resource allocations. Similar to our earlier results, for presentation pur-
poses, we normalize the achieved completion times with respect to deadline D.
In most cases, the resource allocation that targets D as a lower bound is insuffi-
cient for meeting the targeted deadline (e.g., the L17 program misses deadline by
more than 20%). However, when we compute the resource allocation based on D
as an upper bound – we are always able to meet the required deadline, but in most
cases, we over-provision resources, e.g., L16 and L17 finish more than 20% earli-
er than a given deadline. The resource allocations based on the average between
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lower and upper bounds result in the closest completion time to the targeted dead-
lines.
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Figure 4.2: PigMix executed with the estimated resources: do we meet deadlines?
The basic approach proves to be effective for the MapReduce workflows gen-
erated from the PigMix benchmark. However, as most of the queries from PigMix
are compiled into sequential MapReduce workflow, it is not clear whether the pro-
posed approach works well for workflows with concurrent jobs. To understand
the performance of the approach for workflows with concurrent jobs. We perfor-
mance the similar experiments on the two other workloads: TPC-H and Proxy
query set.
Figure 4.3 presents the results for these two workloads. While each of the three
considered resource allocations is meeting the desired deadline, we observe that
the basic approach is inaccurate for programs with concurrent jobs. There is sig-
nificant resource over-provisioning: the considered workflows finish much earlier
(up to 50% earlier) than the targeted deadlines.
In summary, while the basic approach produces good results for workflows
with sequential MapReduce jobs, it over-estimates a completion time of workflows
with concurrent jobs, and leads to over-provisioned resource allocations for work-
flows with concurrent jobs. The reason of the inaccuracy also comes from the exe-
cution overlaps among the concurrent jobs. As we discussed in Chapter 3.3.3. The
pipelined execution of concurrent jobs in workflow W may significantly reduce
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Figure 4.3: TPC-H/Proxy queries with the estimated resources: do we meet dead-
lines?
the program completion time. Therefore, W may need to be assigned a smaller
amount of resources for meeting the same deadline D.
In the following part, we will first present an important observation we found
that the execution order of the concurrent jobs could significantly affect the work-
flow completion time and propose a scheduling algorithm for optimizing the com-
pletion time based on the observation. We then refine the proposed approach for
estimating the resource allocation of such optimized MapReduce workflows in
meeting their deadlines.
4.1.3 Schedule concurrent jobs within a workflow
As we explained in Chapter 3.3.3, the concurrent jobs within a workflow are exe-
cuted in a pipelined fashion which lead to shorter total completion time. With such
execution model, we find one more interesting observation: the execution order of
the concurrent jobs within a workflow could significantly affect the total comple-
tion time. The current Pig implementation submits concurrent MapReduce jobs
from the same Pig program in a random order. Some ordering may lead to a sig-
nificantly less efficient resource usage and an increased processing time. Consider
the following example with two concurrent MapReduce jobs:
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• Job J1 has a map stage duration of 10s and the reduce stage duration of 1s.
• Job J2 has a map stage duration of 1s and the reduce stage duration of 10s.
There are two possible executions of J1 and J2 shown in Figure 4.4: (a) J1 is fol-
lowed by J2, (b) J2 is followed by J1.
J1
M=10s J1
R=1s 
J1 J2
M=1s J2
R=10s 
J2 
(a) J1 is followed by J2.
J1
M=10s J1
R=1s 
J1 
J2
M=1s J2
R=10s 
J2 
(b) J2 is followed by J1.
Figure 4.4: Impact of concurrent job scheduling on their completion time.
Now, let us analyze the results of these two different execution orders in terms of
the total completion time.
• J1 is followed by J2. Then, the reduce stage of J1 overlaps with the map stage of
J2 leading to overlap of only 1s. Thus, the total completion time of processing
two jobs is 10s+ 1s+ 10s = 21s.
• J2 is followed by J1. Then the reduce stage of J2 overlaps with the map stage
of J1 leading to a much better pipelined execution and a larger overlap of
10s. Thus, the total makespan is 1s+ 10s+ 1s = 12s.
As we can see, there can be a significant difference in the job completion time
(75% in the example above) depending on the execution order of the jobs. To op-
timize the schedule of the concurrent jobs within a workflow, we apply the classic
Johnson’s algorithm for building the optimal two-stage jobs’ schedule [35].
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Johnson’s Algorithm
In 1953, Johnson [35] proposed an optimal algorithm for a two stage production
schedule. A collection of production items and two machines are given. Each item
must pass through stage one, and then stage two. Each machine can handle only
one item at a time. There are two arbitrary positive numbers given for each item
representing the work time for that item to pass through the stage.
We restate the algorithm in terms of MapReduce jobs. Let us consider a col-
lection of n jobs. Each job j is represented by the pair of map and reduce stage
durations (mj, rj). Each job j = (mj, rj) is augmented by the attribute Dj defined
as follows:
If min(mj, rj) = mj then Dj = (mj,map) else Dj = (rj, reduce). The first argument
in Di called a stage duration, and the second the stage type (map or reduce).
An optimal schedule can be constructed by the following algorithm described
below: it works by filling job indexes into the schedule σ by taking the the jobs
from the list L and placing them into the schedule from the both ends (head and
tail) and proceeding towards the middle. Some informal explanation of the algo-
Algorithm 1 Johnson’s Algorithm
Input: List L of n MapReduce jobs. Di is the stage duration and the stage type
(map or reduce) of job i as defined above.
Output: Schedule σ : order of jobs
1: Sort L based on map or reduce stage durations using Di
2: head← 1, tail← n
3: for each stage duration Di in L do
4: if Di is map stage then
5: // Put job i from the front
6: σhead ← i
7: head← head + 1
8: else
9: // Put job i from the end
10: σtail ← i
11: tail← tail - 1
12: end if
13: end for
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rithm. First, we order all the n jobs in the list L according to the following rule: job
j precedes job j + 1 if and only if min(mj, rj) ≤ min(mj+1, rj+1). In other words,
we can sort the jobs using their job attribute Di that represents the stage duration
(smallest duration of the two stages) and the stage type.
Then the jobs from this ordered list L put from the front of the schedule (if the
duration represents the map stage) or from the end of the schedule (if the duration
represents the reduce stage).
Let us illustrate the Johnson’s algorithm execution with the following example
workloads that contains five MapReduce jobs with description in Figure 4.5 (left
part) where the last column represents the additional attribute Di: This collection
of jobs can be sorted according to the attributeDi and Figure 4.5 (right part) shown
the sorted set of MapReduce jobs.
i mi ri Di
1 4 5 (4,m)
2 4 1 (1,r)
3 30 4 (4,r)
4 6 30 (6,m)
5 2 3 (2,m)
i mi ri Di
2 4 1 (1,r)
5 2 3 (2,m)
1 4 5 (4,m)
3 30 4 (4,r)
4 6 30 (6,m)
Figure 4.5: Example of Johnson’s Algorithm.
Then if we follow the Johnson’s algorithm and start placing the jobs in the
schedule from both ends toward the middle, we have the following sequence:
(5,1,4,3,2). This job execution ordering define the schedule with minimum overall
makespan. For our example, the makespan of optimal schedule is 47. The worst
schedule is the reverse order of the optimal one: it has a makespan of 78 (this is
66% increase in the makespan compared to the optimal time). Indeed, the optimal
schedule provides significant savings.
Evaluate the performance benefits with optimized concurrent job execution
We next evaluate the completion time improvements when we execute a workflow
by enforcing the optimized execution order of its concurrent jobs. We use the TPC-
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H and Proxy query set as the experiment workloads as they contain workflows
with concurrent jobs.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the scheduling impact of concurrent jobs on the work-
flow completion time for the three TPC-H queries Q5, Q8, and Q10 and Proxy
queriesQ1, Q2, andQ3 respectively when each workflow in those sets is processed
with 128 map and 64 reduce slots.
Figures 4.6 (a) and 4.7 (a) show two extreme measurements: the best program
completion time (i.e., when the optimal schedule of concurrent jobs is chosen) and
the worst one (i.e., when concurrent jobs are executed in the ”worst” possible order
based on our estimates). For presentation purposes, the best (optimal) completion
time time is normalized with respect to the worst one. The choice of optimal sched-
ule of concurrent jobs reduces the completion time by 10%-27% compared with the
worse case ordering.
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Figure 4.6: Measured completion times for different schedules of concurrent jobs
in TPC-H queries.
The performance benefits with the optimized schedule of concurrent is even
more pronounced if we consider the stage completion time. Figures 4.6 (b) and 4.7 (b)
show completion times of stages with concurrent jobs under different schedules
for the same TPC-H and Proxy queries. The performance benefits at the stage lev-
el are even higher: they range between 20%-30%.
In summary, the optimal execution of concurrent jobs leads to a better overall
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Figure 4.7: Measured completion times for different schedules of concurrent jobs
in Proxy queries.
performance: an improved completion time and better resource utilization. More-
over, this optimization has another useful outcome: it eliminates possible non-
determinism in workflow execution by eliminating the random execution order of
concurrent jobs. This enables a more accurate performance model for a comple-
tion time prediction and a refined resource allocation approach for estimating the
appropriate resource requirements of a given workflow in meeting its deadline.
4.1.4 Resource allocation for MapReduce workflows: a refined
approach
Now, consider a MapReduce workflow W with a given deadline D, as we shown
in the previous discussion, the optimized execution of concurrent jobs in W re-
sults in a shorter workflow completion time. Therefore, an even smaller amount
of resources for W may satisfy the same given deadline D compared to its non-
optimized execution. As shown in Chapter 4.1.2, the earlier proposed basic model
does not take the pipelined execution between concurrent jobs in a workflow, and
therefore, it overestimates the completion time and the amount of resources re-
quired for the workflows with concurrent jobs for meeting their deadlines. How-
ever, the unique benefit of this model is that it allows to express the completion
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time D of a workflow via a special form equation shown below:
D =
AW
SWM
+
AW
SWR
+ CW (4.4)
where SWM and S
W
R denote the number of map and reduce slots assigned to W . As
we show Chapter 4.1.2, Equation eq. (4.4) can be used for finding the resource allo-
cation (SWM , S
W
R ) such that the workflowW completes within timeD. This equation
yields a hyperbola if SWM and S
W
R are considered as variables. We can directly cal-
culate the minima on this curve using Lagrange’s multipliers (see Chapter 3.2.2).
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Figure 4.8: Resource allocation estimates for an optimized Pig program.
The performance model introduced in Chapter 3.3.3 for accurate completion
time estimates of a workflow with concurrent jobs is more complex. It requires
computing a function max for stages with concurrent jobs, and therefore, it can-
not be expressed as a single equation for solving the resource allocation problem.
However, we can use the ”over-sized” resource allocation derived by the basic ap-
proach with eq. (4.4) as an initial point for determining the solution required by the
optimized workflowW . The hyperbola with all the possible solutions according to
the basic approach is shown in Figure 4.8 as the red curve, and A(M,R) represents
the point with a minimal number of map and reduce slots (i.e., the pair (M,R)
results in the minimal sum of map and reduce slots). Algorithm 2 described be-
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low shows the computation for determining the minimal resource allocation pair
(Mmin, Rmin) for an optimized Pig program P with deadline D. This computation
is illustrated by Figure 4.8.
Algorithm 2 Determining the resource allocation for a Pig program
Input:
Job profiles of all the jobs in W = {J1, J2, ...JN}
D← a given deadline
(M,R)← the minimum pair of map and reduce slots for W and deadline D by
applying the basic model
Optimal execution of jobs J1, J2, ...JN based on (M,R)
Output:
Resource allocation pair (Mmin, Rmin) for optimized W
1: M ′ ←M , R′ ← R
2: while T avgW (M
′, R) ≤ D do { // From A to B}
3: M ′ ⇐M ′ − 1
4: end while
5: while T avgW (M,R
′) ≤ D do { // From A to C}
6: R′ ⇐ R′ − 1,
7: end while
8: Mmin ←M,Rmin ← R , Min← (M +R)
9: for Mˆ ←M ′ + 1 to M do { // Explore blue curve B to C}
10: Rˆ = R− 1
11: while T avgW (Mˆ, Rˆ) ≤ D do
12: Rˆ⇐ Rˆ− 1
13: end while
14: if Mˆ + Rˆ < Min then
15: Mmin ⇐ Mˆ,Rmin ⇐ Rˆ,Min← (Mˆ + Rˆ)
16: end if
17: end for
First, we find the minimal number of map slots M ′ (i.e., the pair (M ′, R)) such
that deadlineD can still be met by the optimized workflow with the enforced opti-
mal execution of its concurrent jobs. We do it by fixing the number of reduce slots
toR, and then step-by-step reducing the allocation of map slots. Specifically, Algo-
rithm 2 sets the resource allocation to (M − 1, R) and checks whether workflow W
can still be completed within time D (we use T avgW for completion time estimates).
If the answer is positive, then it tries (M −2, R) as the next allocation. This process
continues until point B(M ′, R) (see Figure 4.8) is found such that the number M ′
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of map slots cannot be further reduced for meeting a given deadline D (lines 1-4
of Algorithm 2).
At the second step, we apply the same process for finding the minimal number
of reduce slots R′ (i.e., the pair (M,R′)) such that the deadline D can still be met
by the optimized Pig program P (lines 5-7 of Algorithm 2).
At the third step, we determine the intermediate values on the curve between
(M ′, R) and (M,R′) such that deadline D is met by the optimized MapReduce
workflow W . Starting from point (M ′, R), we are trying to find the allocation of
map slots from M ′ to M , such that the minimal number of reduce slots Rˆ should
be assigned to W for meeting its deadline (lines 10-12 of Algorithm 2).
Finally, (Mmin, Rmin) is the pair on this curve such that it results in the the min-
imal sum of map and reduce slots.
Evaluate the refined approach in supporting deadline-driven applications
We evaluate the refined approach in estimating the appropriate resource alloca-
tion using the same TPC-H and Proxy query set as our experiment workloads as
our refined approach focuses on latency sensitive MapReduce workflows with con-
current jobs. In this set of experiments, let T denote the total completion time
when program W is processed with maximum available cluster resources. We set
D = 2·T as a completion time goal. Then we compute the required resource alloca-
tion for W by applying the refined resource allocation strategy when D is targeted
as T avgW , i.e., the average of lower and upper bounds on the completion time.
Figures 4.9 (a) and 4.10 (a) compare the measured completion times achieved by
the TPC-H and Proxy’s queries respectively when they are assigned the resource
allocations computed with the basic versus refined models. The completion times
are normalized with respect to the targeted deadlines. While both models sug-
gest sufficient resource allocations that enable the considered workflows to meet
their deadlines, the resource allocations computed with the refined model are much
more accurate: all the queries complete within 10% of the targeted deadlines.
Figures 4.9 (b) and 4.10 (b) compare the amount of resources (the sum of map
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Figure 4.9: TPC-H Queries: efficiency of resource allocations with refined approach.
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Figure 4.10: Proxy’s Queries: efficiency of resource allocations with refined approach.
and reduce slots) computed with the basic approach versus refined approach for
TPC-H and Proxy’s queries respectively. The refined approach is able to achieve
targeted deadlines with much smaller resource allocations (20%-40% smaller) com-
pared to resource allocations suggested by the basic approach. Therefore, the pro-
posed optimal schedule of concurrent jobs combined with the refined resource al-
location strategy lead to the efficient execution and significant resource savings for
deadline-driven MapReduce applications with concurrent jobs.
4.1.5 Deadline-driven job scheduler
Based on the estimated resource allocation for each application, our ultimate goal
is to propose a novel deadline-drive scheduler for MapReduce environments that
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supports a new API: a MapReduce application can be submitted with a desirable
completion time target (deadline). The scheduler will then estimate and allocate
the appropriate number of map and reduce slots to the job so that it meets the
required deadline. Figure 4.11 shows the implementation of our scheduler. Specif-
ically, it consists of the following five interacting components shown in Figure 4.11:
Scheduler
Profile 
database
Slot estimator
Slot allocator
Job settings 
(deadline)
Figure 4.11: Implementation of the deadline-scheduler.
1. Profile Database: We use a MySQL database to store the past profiles ex-
tracted for each job. The profiles are identified by the (user, job name) which
can be specified by the application.
2. Slot Estimator: Given the past profile of the job and the deadline, the slot
estimator calculates the minimum number of map and reduce slots that need
to be allocated to the job in order to meet its deadline. Essentially, it uses the
refined approach introduced in Chapter 4.1.4.
3. Slot Allocator: Using the slots calculated from the slot estimator, the slot
allocator assigns tasks to jobs such that the job is always below the allocated
thresholds by keeping track of the number of running map and reduce tasks.
In case there are spare slots, they can be allocated based on the additional
policy. There could be different classes of jobs: jobs with/without deadlines.
We envision that jobs with deadlines will have higher priorities for cluster
resources than jobs without deadlines. However, once jobs with deadlines
are allocated their required minimums for meeting the SLOs, the remaining
slots can be distributed to the other job classes.
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4. SLO-Scheduler: This is the central component that co-ordinates events be-
tween all the other components. Hadoop provides support for a pluggable
scheduler. The scheduler makes global decisions of ordering the jobs and
allocating the slots across the jobs. The scheduler listens for events like job
submissions, worker heartbeats, etc. When a heartbeat containing the num-
ber of free slots is received from the workers, the scheduler returns a list of
tasks to be assigned to it.
The scheduler has to answer two inter-related questions: which job should the
slots be allocated and how many slots should be allocated to the job? The scheduler
executes the Earliest Deadline First algorithm (EDF) for ordering the applications to
maximize the utility function of all the users. For applications that defined as
MapReduce workflows, the scheduler also enforces the optimized execution order
for the concurrent branches within its workflow. The second question is answered
using the refined approach discussed in Chapter 4.1.4. The detailed slot allocation
schema is shown in Algorithm 3.
As shown in Algorithm 3, it consists of two parts: 1) when an application is
added, and 2) when a heartbeat is received from a worker. Whenever an applica-
tion is added, we fetch the profiles of all jobs that belongs to the application from
the database and compute the minimum number of map and reduce slots required
to complete the job within its specified deadline using our refined resource alloca-
tion estimates discussed earlier in Chapter 4.1.2.
Workers periodically send a heartbeat to the master reporting their health, the
progress of their running tasks and the number of free map and reduce slots. In
response, the master returns a list of tasks to be assigned to the worker. The master
tracks the number of running and finished map and reduce tasks for each job. For
each free slot and each job, if the number of running maps is lesser than the number
of map slots we want to assign it, a new task is launched. As shown in Lines 9 -
13, preference is given to tasks that have data local to the worker node. Finally, if
at least one map has finished, reduce tasks are launched as required.
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Algorithm 3 Earliest deadline first algorithm
1: When application W is added:
2: Fetch the profiles for each job within W from database
3: Compute the execution order for concurrent jobs (if any) within W
4: Compute minimum number of map and reduce slots (mw, rw) using our re-
fined approach
5: When a heartbeat is received from node n:
6: Sort workflows in order of earliest deadline
7: for each slot s in free map/reduce slots on node n do
8: for each w in workflows do
9: if RunningMapsw < mw and s is map slot then
10: get the next ready job j within w
11: if job j has unlaunched map task t with data on node n then
12: Launch map task t with local data on node n
13: else if j has unlaunched map task t then
14: Launch map task t on node n
15: end if
16: end if
17: if RunningReducesw < rw and s is reduce slot then
18: get the next ready job j within w
19: if job j has unlaunched reduce task t then
20: Launch reduce task t on node n
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: for each task Tj within W finished do
26: Recompute (mw, rw) based on the current time, current progress and dead-
line of W
27: end for
In some cases, the amount of slots available for allocation is less than required
minima for job J and then J is allocated only a fraction of required resources. As
time progresses, the resource allocations are recomputed during the job’s execu-
tion and adjusted if necessary as shown in Lines 22-24.
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4.2 Resource provisioning in public cloud
environment
Cloud computing provides a new delivery model with virtually unlimited com-
puting and storage resources. It offers a compelling alternative to rent resources
in a ”pay-as-you-go” fashion. It is an attractive and cost-efficient option for many
users because acquiring and maintaining a complex, large-scale infrastructure such
as a Hadoop cluster requires a significant up-front investment and then a continu-
ous maintenance and management support.
A typical cloud environment offers a choice of different capacity Virtual Ma-
chines for deployment with different prices. For example, the Amazon EC2 plat-
form provides a choice of small, medium, and large VM instances, where the CPU
and RAM capacity of a medium VM instance is two times larger than a capacity
of a small VM instance, and the CPU and RAM capacity of a large VM instance is
two times larger than a capacity of a medium VM instance. These differences are
also reflected in the pricing: the large instance is twice (four times) more expensive
compared with the medium (small) instance. It means that for the same price a user
may deploy a 40-node Hadoop cluster using 40 small VM instances (with one map
and one reduce slot per instance) or a 10-node Hadoop cluster using 10 large VM
instances (with four map and four reduce slots per instance). Therefore, a user is
facing a variety of platform and configuration choices that can be obtained for the
same budget. Intuitively, these choices may look similar, and it might not be clear
whether there is much difference in MapReduce application performance when
these applications are executed on different type platforms.
Figure 4.12 shows two motivating examples. In these experiments, we execute
two popular applications TeraSort and KMeans on three Hadoop clusters deployed
with different type VM instances: i) 40 small VMs, ii) 20 medium VMs, and iii)
10 large VM instances. We configure Hadoop clusters according to their nodes
capacity: each small VM instance is configured with one map and one reduce slot
per instance; similarly, medium (large) VM instances are configured with two (four)
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map and two (four) reduce slots per instance. Therefore, these clusters can be
obtained for the same price per time unit.
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Figure 4.12: Completion time of two applications when executed on different type
EC2 instances.
Apparently, a Hadoop cluster with 40 small instances provides the best comple-
tion time (so as the monetary cost) for a TeraSort application as shown in Fig. 4.12 (a),
while a Hadoop cluster with 10 large instances is the best option for KMeans as
shown in Fig. 4.12 (b). To further understand different stage contributions into the
overall job completion time, we present the completion time break-down with re-
spect to the map/shuffle/reduce stage durations. The results show that TeraSort
has a longer shuffle duration when executed on large(medium) instances then the
medium(small) ones which lead to longer completion time. The reason is as we ex-
plained in Chapter 3.4.4 that cloud environments use VM instance scaling with re-
spect to CPU and RAM capacity but not with the storage and network bandwidth
As we configure more slots on large instances, it increases the I/O and network
contention that leads to significantly increased durations of the shuffle phase (The
job profiles shown in Tables 3.9-3.11 also confirms our explanation). On contrast,
for KMeans, the map stage duration dominates and the map execution is signifi-
cantly improved when executed on large instances. On explanation is as shown
in Table 4.1, most large instances are configured with a different (more powerful)
CPU model than the small and medium ones. 1
1We reserved 30 instances for each type and gather their cpu information.
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Instance type CPU type
Small 30/30 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.00GHz
Medium 19/30 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.00GHz
11/30 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5430 @ 2.66GHz
Large 26/30 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2651 v2 @ 1.80GHz
4/30 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.00GHz
Table 4.1: CPU types used by different EC2 instances.
As a result, for applications like TeraSort which has a longer shuffle stage, the
small instances outperforms the large ones. While for applications such as KMean-
s whose map stage duration dominates in the total completion time, it get more
benefits when executed on the Hadoop cluster with large instances. These exam-
ples demonstrate that seemingly equivalent platform choices for a Hadoop cluster
might result in a different application performance.
In this chapter, we aim to solve the problem of the platform choice to provide
the best cost/performance trade-offs for a given MapReduce workload. As shown
in Fig. 4.12 this choice is non-trivial and depends on the application characteris-
tics. The problem becomes even more challenging for MapReduce workload with
performance objectives to minimize the makespan (the overall completion time) of
the given job set.
For a given a set of jobs J we aim to offer a framework for solving the following
two problems:
• given a customer makespan target T (i.e., a desirable completion time for the
entire set of jobs J), select the instance type, the cluster size, and propose the
job schedule for meeting the makespan target T while minimizing the cost;
• given a customer budget C, select the instance type, the cluster size, and
propose the job schedule, that minimizes achievable makespan for a given
cost C.
4.2.1 Solution framework
The performance modeling framework could accurately estimate the completion
time of a given MapReduce application according to the allocated resource. The
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framework also forms the foundation of our resource allocation strategy that im-
plemented with our deadline-driven scheduler. However, the framework is not ac-
curate enough for our resource provision problem. From our discussion in Chap-
ter 3.3.3, we already observed that there are execution overlaps between the map
and reduce stage across different jobs. However, in practical execution, the map
(reduce) stages from different jobs could also be interleaved if there are enough
available resources or if the jobs contains small number of map(reduce) tasks (e.g.,
the Grep application only has a single reduce task). The modeling framework does
not consider such overlap which leads to pessimistic results in those cases. More-
over, for a workload that contains multiple independent MapReduce applications,
the inaccuracy will accumulate when more jobs are executed at the same time.
To address the problem, we make use of a new MapReduce simulator, called
SimMR [67], that can replay execution traces of real workloads collected in Hadoop
clusters (as well as synthetic traces based on statistical properties of workloads)
for evaluating different resource allocation and scheduling ideas in MapReduce
environments.
Specifically, the designed framework is based on the following three main com-
ponents:
• Job Profiler: it extracts a detailed job processing trace that consists of NJM of
map task durations and NJR shuffle/sort and reduce phase durations where
NJM and N
J
R represent the number of map and reduce tasks within a job J .
The job profile and processing trace can be obtained from the past run of
this job [66] or extracted from the sample execution of this job on the smaller
dataset [68]. This information is created for each platform of choice, e.g.,
small, medium, and large EC2 instances.
• Job Scheduler: it minimizes the overall completion time of a given set of MapRe-
duce jobs by designing an optimized MapReduce jobs’ execution. We apply
the classic Johnson algorithm [35] described in Chapter 4.1.3 that was pro-
posed as an optimal solution for two-stage production job schedule.
• A simulator for Performance/Cost Analysis: by varying the cluster size, the sim-
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ulator generates the set of solutions across different platforms in a form of
the trade-off curves: the cluster size and the achieved makespan define the
performance/cost) metric for a given platform. These trade-off curves enable
us to select the appropriate solution: the minimized makespan for a given
cost or the minimized cost for achieving a given makespan.
JobProfiler
Our Job Profiler module uses the past job run(s) and extracts a detailed job profile that
contains recorded durations of all map and reduce tasks. A similar job trace can
be extracted from the Hadoop job tracker logs using tools such as Rumen [6]. The
obtained map/reduce task distributions can be used for extracting the distribution
parameters and generating scaled traces, i.e., generating the replayable traces of
the job execution on the large dataset from the sample job execution on the smaller
dataset as described in [68]. These job traces can be replayed using a MapReduce
simulator [67] or used for creating the compact job profile for analytic models.
Optimized Job Schedule
As we showed in Chapter 4.1.3, the total completion time of n concurrent jobs
depends significantly on the execution order of these jobs. For minimizing the
makespan of a given set of MapReduce jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn} we apply the
classic Johnson algorithm [35, 69] with more details described in Chapter 4.1.3.
The algorithm requires the knowledge of the map and reduce stage duration
within a job. To estimate the stage durations within each job, we use a compact job
profile that characterize the job execution during map, shuffle, and reduce phases
via average and maximum task durations and then apply the MapReduce job model
we introduced in Chapter 3.2.
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Simulator
We use a event based Hadoop simulator called SimMR [67] that can replay execu-
tion traces of real workloads collected in Hadoop clusters. Figure 4.13 shows the
overall design of SimMR.
Simulator engine
Makespan
cost
Job 
scheduler
Cluster 
description
Trace generator
Figure 4.13: Simulator.
The basic blocks of the simulator are the following:
1. Trace Generator – a module that generates a replayable workload trace. This
trace is generated either from the detailed job profile (provided by the Job
Profiler) or by feeding the distribution parameters for generating the syn-
thetic trace (this path is taken when we need to generate the job execution
traces from the sampled executions on the smaller datasets).
2. Simulator Engine – a discrete event simulator that takes the cluster configu-
ration information and accurately emulates the Hadoop job master decisions
for map/reduce slot allocations across multiple jobs.
3. Scheduling policy – a scheduling module that dictates the jobs’ ordering and
the amount of allocated resources to different jobs over time.
Trace Generation We can generate job traces using two methods: JobProfiler and
Synthetic TraceGen. JobProfiler extracts the job performance metrics by processing
the counters and logs stored at the JobTracker at the end of each job. The job tracker
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logs reflect the MapReduce jobs’ processing in the Hadoop cluster. They faithfully
record the detailed information about the map and reduce tasks’ processing. The
logs also have useful information about the shuffle/sort stage of each job.
Alternatively, we can model the distributions of the durations based on the s-
tatistical properties of the workloads and generate synthetic traces using Synthetic
TraceGen. This can help evaluate hypothetical workloads and consider what-if s-
cenarios. We store job traces persistently in a Trace database (for efficient lookup
and storage) using a job template. The job template summarizes the job’s essential
performance characteristics during its execution in the cluster.
Simulator engine The simulator engine is the main component of SimMR which
replays the given job trace. It manages all the discrete events in simulated time
and performs the appropriate action on each event. It maintains data structures
similar to the Hadoop job master such as a queue of submitted jobs jobQ. The slot
allocation algorithm makes a new decision when a map or reduce task completes.
Since our goal is to be fast and accurate, we simulate the jobs at the task level and
do not simulate details of the TaskTrackers.
The simulator engine reads the job trace from the trace database. It commu-
nicates with the scheduler policies using a very narrow interface consisting of the
following functions:
1. CHOOSENEXTMAPTASK(jobQ),
2. CHOOSENEXTREDUCETASK(jobQ)
These two functions ask the scheduling policy to return the jobId of the job
whose map (or reduce) task should be executed next.
The simulator maintains a priority queue Q for seven event types: job arrivals
and departures, map and reduce task arrivals and departures, and an event signal-
ing the completion of the map stage. Each event is a triplet (eventT ime, eventType, jobId)
where eventT ime is the time at which the event will occur in the simulation; eventType
is one of the seven event types; and jobId is the job index of the job with which the
event is associated.
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The simulator engine fires events and runs the corresponding event handlers.
It tracks the number of completed map and reduce tasks and the number of free
slots. It allocates the map slots to tasks as dictated by the scheduling policy. When
minMapPercentCompleted percentage of map tasks are completed (it is the pa-
rameter set by the user), it starts scheduling reduce tasks. We could have started
the reduce tasks directly after the map stage is complete. However, the shuffle
phase of the reduce task occupies a reduce slot and has to be modeled as such.
Hence, we schedule a filler reduce task of infinite duration and update its dura-
tion to the first shuffle duration when all the map tasks are complete. This enables
accurate modeling of the shuffle phase.
Scheduling policies Different scheduling and resource allocation policies can be
used with SimMR for their evaluation, e.g., FIFO (Hadoop default scheduler),
Fair [8], Capacity [2] and also our deadline-driven scheduler. While for the re-
source provision problem, we use the schedules that determined by Johnson’s al-
gorithm and the simulator engine will enforce the computed execution order of
the jobs within the workload during the simulation.
Validation of Simulation Results
To validate the accuracy of the simulation results, we create a test workloadW that
contains 10 applications from Table 3.2:excludes the Adjlist, KMeans and Classifica-
tion. We executed the workload on 3 Hadoop cluster formed with Amazon EC2
instance, each consists of the small, medium, and large EC2 instances respectively.
In the experiments, we use 28 small instances, 20 medium instances and 24 large
instances for each cluster. We choose these numbers because according to our sim-
ulation results, they all lead to a makespan of approximately 20000 seconds when
execute the workload on each cluster (the execution order of jobs are determined
by the Johnson’s algorithm).
We then deploy the Hadoop clusters with the required number of instances
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and execute the workload W (with the corresponding Johnson job schedule) on
the deployed clusters.
Figure 4.14 (a) shows the comparison between the simulated and the actual
measured makespan (we repeated measurements 5 times). The results for small
and large EC2 instances are very accurate. We can see a higher prediction error
(17%) for medium instances. Partially, it is due to a higher variance in the job profile
measurements collected on medium instances, especially during the shuffle phase.
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Figure 4.14: Simulator validation.
The simulation results in Figure 4.14 (a) are obtained by executingW in 3 clus-
ters consists of the small, medium and large instances respectively and replaying
the job traces collected in different platforms. Alternatively, the user can generate
the synthetic traces defined by a given task duration distribution. This approach
is especially attractive as it could also used to scale up trace, i.e., generate the
replayable traces of the job execution on the large dataset from the sample job ex-
ecution on the smaller dataset(s).
We generate synthetic job traces using a normal distribution with the mean µ and
variance σ of the map/reduce task durations collected from the job sample exe-
cutions on the 30-node Hadoop clusters with different instances. Figure 4.14 (b)
shows the normalized makespan results that compare i) the simulated makespan
with real (collected) job traces, ii) the simulated makespan with synthetically gen-
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erated traces, and iii) the total completion time we measured during the actual
execution of these jobs. In the testbed executions and the simulations, we use the
same Johnson schedule within each cluster. As Figure 4.14 (b) shows both sim-
ulation with the recorded execution traces and the synthetically generated traces
provide accurate makespan predictions (each one is within 10% of the real mea-
surements).
4.2.2 Resource provision for homogeneous cluster
Based on the solution framework we proposed, we will first describe our resource
provision strategy for deploying homogeneous clusters and then extend the ap-
proach to heterogeneous deployment which might brings us more benefits.
Figure 4.15 shows the diagram for the framework execution in decision mak-
ing process per selected platform type. For example, if the platforms of interest
Figure 4.15: Solution Outline.
are small, medium, and large EC2 VM instances then the framework will generate
three trade-off curves. For each platform and a given Hadoop cluster size, the Job
Scheduler component generates the optimized MapReduce job schedule. Then the
workload makespan is obtained by replaying the job traces in the simulator ac-
cording to the generated schedule. After that the size of the cluster is increased
by one instance (in the cloud environment, it is equivalent to adding a node to
a Hadoop cluster) and the iteration is repeated: a new job schedule is generated
and its makespan is evaluated with the simulator, etc. We have a choice of stop
conditions for iterations: either a user can set a range of values for the cluster size
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(driven by the cost/budget constraints), or at some point, the increased cluster size
does not improve the achievable makespan. The latter condition typically happens
when the Hadoop cluster is large enough to accommodate all the jobs to be execut-
ed concurrently, and therefore, the increased cluster size cannot improve the jobs
makespan.
Our solution is based on a simulation framework: in a brute-force manner, it
searches through the entire solution space by exhaustively enumerating all pos-
sible candidates for the solution and checking whether each candidate satisfies
the required problem’s statement. Typically, the solution space is bounded by the
budget B, which a customer intends to spend. Assume that given jobs should be
processed within deadline D and let Pricetype be the price of a type VM instance
per time unit. Then the customer can rent N typemax of VMs instances of a given type:
N typemax = B/(D · Pricetype) (4.5)
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo code to determine the size of a cluster which is
based on the type VM instances and which results in the minimal monetary cost.
The algorithm iterates through the increasing number of instances for a Hadoop
cluster. It simulates the completion time of workloadW processed with Johnson’s
schedule on a given size cluster and computes the corresponding cost (lines 2-6).
Note, that k defines the number of worker nodes in the cluster. The overall Hadoop
cluster size is k + 1 nodes (we add a dedicated node for Job Tracker and Name N-
ode, which is included in the cost). The min costtype keeps track of a minimal cost
so far (lines 7-8) for a Hadoop cluster which can processW within deadline D.
We apply Algorithm 4 to different types of VM instances, e.g., small, medium,
and large respectively. After that we compare the produced outcomes and make a
final provisioning decision.
Evaluation of resource provision for homogeneous cluster
We perform two case studies with two workloadsW1 andW2 created from these
applications:
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Algorithm 4 Provisioning Solution for Homogeneous Cluster
Input:
W = {J1, J2, ...Jn} ←workload with traces and profiles for each job;
type← VM instance type, e.g., type∈ {small, medium, large};
N typemax ← the maximum number of instances to rent;
Pricetype← unite price of a type VM instance;
D ← a given time deadline for processingW .
Output:
N type← an optimized number of VM type instances for a cluster;
min costtype← the minimal monetary cost for processingW .
1: min costtype ←∞
2: for k ← 1 to N typemax do
3: // Simulate completion time for processing workloadW with k VMs
4: Cur CT = Simulate(type, k,W)
5: // Calculate the corresponding monetary cost
6: cost = Pricetype × (k + 1)× Cur CT
7: if Cur CT ≤ D & cost < min costtype then
8: min costtype ← cost, N type ← k
9: end if
10: end for
• W1 – it contains all 13 applications shown in Table 3.2.
• W2 – it contains ten applications: 1-8 and 10-11, i.e., excluding from the entire
set the following three applications: AdjList, Classification, and KMeans.
We execute the set of 13 applications shown in Table 3.2 on three Hadoop clus-
ters deployed with different types of EC2 VM instances (they can be obtained for
the same price per time unit): i) 40 small VMs, ii) 20 medium VMs, and iii) 10 large
VM instances. We configure these Hadoop clusters according to their nodes capac-
ity as shown in Table 3.4, with 1 additional instance deployed as the NameNode
and JobTracker.
These experiments pursue the following goals: i) to demonstrate the perfor-
mance impact of executing these applications on the Hadoop clusters deployed
with different EC2 instances; and 2) to collect the detailed job profiles for creating
the job traces used for replay by the simulator and trade-off analysis in determin-
ing the optimal platform choice.
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Figure 4.16 presents the completion times of 13 applications executed on the
three different EC2-based clusters. The results show that the platform choice may
significantly impact the application processing time. Note, we break the Y-axis as
the KMeans and Classification applications take much longer time to finish com-
pared to other applications. Figure 4.17 shows the normalized results with respect
to the execution time of the same job on the Hadoop cluster formed with small VM
instances. For 7 out of 13 applications, the Hadoop cluster formed with small in-
stances leads to the best completion time (and the smallest cost). However, for the
CPU-intensive applications such as Classification and KMeans, the Hadoop cluster
formed with large instances shows better performance.
The presented results show that a platform choice for a Hadoop cluster may
have a significant impact on the application performance. Moreover, the choice of
the “right” platform becomes a challenging task if an objective is to minimize the
makespan (the overall completion time) for a given budget or minimize the cost
for achieving a given makespan.
Analyzing Performance and Cost Trade-Offs
Once the job profiles and job execution traces are collected, we can follow the pro-
posed framework shown in Figure 4.15. For each platform of choice, i.e., small,
medium, and large EC2 instances, and a given Hadoop cluster size, the Job Scheduler
component generates the optimized MapReduce job schedule using the Johnson
algorithm. After that the overall jobs’ makespan is obtained by replaying the job
traces in the simulator accordingly to the generated job schedule. At each iteration,
the cluster size is increased by one instance (in this framework, it is equivalent to
adding a node to a Hadoop cluster) and the process is repeated.
Workload W1: Analysis of Performance and Cost Trade-Offs. Figure 4.18 (a)
shows the simulation results for an achievable, optimized makespan ofW1 when
it is processed by the Hadoop cluster with different number of nodes (instances)
and the three platforms of choice: small, medium, and large EC2 instances.
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Figure 4.16: Job completion times on different EC2-based Hadoop clusters.
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Figure 4.17: Normalized completion times on different EC2-based clusters.
For each instance type, the jobs’ makespan is inversely proportional to the
Hadoop cluster size. However, there is a diminishing return for the cluster sizes
above 100-200 nodes.
For each point along the curves in Figure 4.18 (a), we calculate the monetary
cost for processing workload W1. It is obtained by multiplying the makespan
time, the corresponding cluster size, and the EC2 instance cost per unit of time (in
seconds).
Figure 4.18 (b) shows the obtained performance and cost trade-offs for pro-
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Figure 4.18: Analysis ofW1 on the three platforms.
cessing workload W1. The Y -axis shows the achievable makespan, while X-axis
shows the corresponding cost across the three platforms of choice.
Each point along the curves in Figure 4.18 (b) corresponds to some point in
Figure 4.18 (a). Note, there could be multiple points from Figure 4.18 (a) that re-
sult in either similar makespan or similar cost. At first, the makespan drops sig-
nificantly with a small increase in the corresponding cost. It represents the case
when the Hadoop cluster is small and adding more nodes could significantly re-
duce the total completion time. Therefore, while adding more nodes increases the
cost, the improved makespan decreases the cluster time for ”rent”. The tail of the
curve corresponds to the situation when the increased cluster size results in the in-
creased cost but provides very little performance improvements to the achievable
makespan.
Another interesting observation is that not all the curve points in Figure 4.18 (b)
are monotone (e.g., see the curves for the clusters with small and medium instances
near the cost of $60). The reason is that at some cluster sizes, adding one more node
might reduce the number of waves (rounds) in the job execution and significantly
improve the jobs’ makespan. For example, we can clearly see in Figure 4.18 (a)
such drop points around the cluster sizes of 200 nodes for the clusters with small
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and medium instances. As a result, the total cost drops significantly compared with
the nearest points.
By searching along the generated trade-off curves in Figure 4.18 (b), we can
determine the optimal solutions for the following problems: i) given a budget
M , determine the platform type and the cluster size that leads to the minimized
makespan; or ii) given a makespan target D, determine the platform type and the
cluster size that minimizes the cost.
To demonstrate and quantify the benefits of our approach, let us select the
makespan target of 30000 sec and the budget constraint of $65. These constraints
are shown in Figure 4.18 (b) with dashed lines. The minimal costs for processing
workloadW1 with makespan target of 30000 seconds are $55.47, $56.38 and $35.33
with small, medium, and large instances respectively. Therefore, by selecting the
Hadoop cluster formed with large instances, we can save approx. 37% in monetary
cost compared with clusters based on medium and small instances. Similarly, for
the budget of $65, the minimal makespan of 2805 seconds can be achieved by the
Hadoop cluster formed with large instances. This results in 59.2% performance im-
provement compared with a makespan of 6874 seconds for Hadoop clusters based
on small and medium instances.
Apparently, the Hadoop cluster formed with large EC2 instances is the best
choice for processingW1 workload for achieving different performance objectives.
Workload W2: Analysis of Performance and Cost Trade-Offs. As demonstrat-
ed by Figures 4.19, the seven (out of ten) applications that comprise workloadW2
show a better (individual) performance on the Hadoop cluster formed with small
instances. However, as in the case study with WorkloadW1, it does not necessary
imply that the Hadoop cluster formed with small EC2 instances will be the best
cost/performance choice for meeting the performance objectives for executing the
entireW2 workload and minimizing its makespan. Figure 4.19 (a) shows the sim-
ulation results for an achievable, optimized makespan ofW2 when it is processed
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by the Hadoop cluster with different number of nodes (instances) and the three
platforms of choice: small, medium, and large EC2 instances.
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Figure 4.19: Analysis ofW2 on the three platforms.
Now, using the results from Figure 4.19 (b), we calculate the makespan ver-
sus cost trade-offs curves for new workload W2. These results are shown in Fig-
ure 4.19 (a).
To demonstrate and quantify the benefits of our approach, we select the makespan
target of 20000 sec and the budget constraint of $35 . These constraints are shown
in Figure 4.19 (b) with dashed lines. Now, we can compare different achievable re-
sults for using Hadoop clusters formed with different types of EC2 instances. The
minimal costs for processing workloadW2 with makespan target of 20000 seconds
is $9.0 provided by the small EC2 instances. This is 70.6% less compared to the case
with large instances that can achieve the same makespan at a cost of $30.67.
However, given a budget of $35, the minimal makespan of 1487 seconds for
processing workloadW2 can be achieved by the Hadoop cluster formed with medi-
um instances. This leads to 69.4% performance improvement compared with a
makespan of 4855 seconds for a Hadoop cluster based on the large instances. This
outcome is interesting because it shows that the platform choice is non-trivial and
additionally depends on the performance objectives.
The case studies with workloadsW1 andW2 demonstrate that the choice of the
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”right” platform for a Hadoop cluster is workload-dependent as well as influenced
by the given performance objectives.
4.2.3 Resource provision for heterogeneous cluster
According to the example shown in Chapter 4.2, we analyzed the application per-
formance of TeraSort and KMeans on different platforms, and observed that these
applications benefit from different types of VMs as their preferred choice. There-
fore, a single homogeneous cluster might not always be the best choice, and het-
erogeneous solution might offer a better cost/performance outcome.
As a motivating example, given a workload that contains two applications J1,
J2, Figure 4.20 shows both the homogeneous provision and heterogeneous provi-
sion for completing the workload with the same time period. The homogeneous
cluster (show in the left) contains 100 small instances while the heterogeneous clus-
ter(show in the right) contains 50 small instances and 5 large instances. Suppose
each small instance costs $1 pre minute and each large instance costs $4, then the
homogeneous provision will cost 100 × 1 × 20 = $2000 in this case. However, the
heterogeneous provision will cost (50× 1×+5× 4)× 20 = $1400 which saves $600
compared with the homogeneous solution.
J1=10 min J2=10 min
J1= 20 min
J2= 20 min100 small instances
50 small instances
5 large instances
Heterogeneous cluster
Homogeneous cluster
Figure 4.20: Possible benefits with heterogeneous cluster.
While each application has a preference platform (i.e. the platform that leads
to better performance/costs) according to its characteristics, the preference choice
of a give application often depends on the size of a Hadoop cluster and given per-
formance goals. Continuing the motivating example from Chapter 4.2, Figure 4.21
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shows the trade-off curves for three representative applications TeraSort, KMeans,
and AdjList obtained as a result of exhaustive simulation of application completion
times on different size Hadoop clusters. The Y-axis represents the job completion
time while the X-axis shows the corresponding monetary cost. Each figure shows
three curves for application processing by a homogeneous Hadoop cluster based
on small, medium, and large VM instances respectively.
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Figure 4.21: Performance versus cost trade-offs for different applications.
First of all, the same application can result in different completion times when
being processed on the same platform at the same cost. This reflects an interesting
phenomenon of “pay-per-use” model. There are situations when a cluster of size
N processes a job in T time units, while a cluster of size 2 ·N may process the same
job in T/2 time units. Interestingly, these two different size clusters have the same
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cost, and if the purpose is meeting deadline D where T ≤ D then both clusters
meet the performance objective.
Second, we can see an orthogonal observation: in many cases, the same com-
pletion time can be achieved at a different cost (on the same platform type). Typi-
cally, this corresponds to the case when an increased size Hadoop cluster does not
further improve the job processing time.
Finally, according to Figure 4.21, we can see that for TeraSort, the small instances
results in the best choice, while for KMeans the large instances represent the most
cost-efficient platform. However, the optimal choice for AdjList is not very clear,
it depends on the deadline requirements, and the trade-off curves are much closer
to each other than for TeraSort and KMeans.
Another important point is that the cost savings vary across different appli-
cations, e.g., the execution of KMeans on large VM instances leads to higher cost
savings than the execution of TeraSort on small VMs. Thus, if we would like to par-
tition a given workloadW = {J1, J2, ...Jn} into two groups of applications each to
be executed by a Hadoop cluster based on different type VM instances, we need
to be able to rank these application with respect to their preference “strength” be-
tween two considered platforms.
In the next section, we consider a heterogeneous solution that consists of two
homogeneous Hadoop sub-clusters deployed with different type VM instances2.
As an example, we consider a heterogeneous solution formed by small (S) and large
(L) VM instances. To measure the ”strength” of application preference between
two different VM types we introduce an application preference score PScoreS−L
defined as a difference between the normalized costs of simulated cost/performance
curves (such as shown in Figure 4.21):
PScoreS−L =
∑
1≤i≤NSmax Cost
S
i
NSmax
−
∑
1≤i≤NLmax Cost
L
i
NLmax
(4.6)
where NSmax and NLmax are defined by Eq. 4.5 for Hadoop clusters with small and
large VM type instances respectively.
2The designed framework can be generalized for a larger number of clusters. However, this might signif-
icantly increase the algorithm complexity without adding new performance benefits.
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The value of PScoreS−L indicates the possible impact on the provisioning cost,
i.e, a large negative (positive) value indicates a stronger preference of small (large)
VM instances, while values closer to 0 reflect less sensitivity to the platform choice.
For optimized heterogeneous solution, we need to determine the following pa-
rameters:
• The number of instances for each sub-cluster (i.e., the number of worker n-
odes plus a dedicated node to host JobTracker and Name Node for each sub-
cluster).
• The subset of applications to be executed on each cluster.
Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo code of our heterogeneous solution. For a presen-
tation simplicity, we show the code for a heterogeneous solution with small and
large VM instances.
First, we sort the jobs in the ascending order according to their preference rank-
ing PScoreS−L. Thus the jobs in the beginning of the list have a performance pref-
erence for executing on the small instances. Then we split the ordered job list into
two subsets: first one to be executed on the cluster with small instances and the
other one to be executed on the cluster with large instances (lines 4-5). For each
group, we use Algorithm 4 for homogeneous cluster provisioning to determine the
optimized size of each sub-cluster that leads to the minimal monetary cost (lines 6-
7). We consider all possible splits by iterating through the split point from 1 to the
total number of jobs N and use a variable min costS+L to keep track of the found
minimal total cost, i.e, the sum of costs from both sub-clusters (lines 9-12).
Evaluation of resource provision for heterogeneous cluster
In the performance study, we use the same set of 13 applications described in Sec-
tion 3.2. Table 4.2 provides the description of the applications with the application
preference score PScoreS−L in the last column
A positive value of the application preference score PScoreS−L (e.g, KMean-
s, Classification) indicates that the application is more cost-efficient on large VMs,
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Algorithm 5 Provisioning Solution for Heterogeneous Cluster
Input:
W = {J1, J2, ...Jn} ← workload with traces and profiles, where jobs are sorted
in ascending order by their preference score PScoreS−L;
D ← a given time deadline for processingW .
Output:
NS ← number of small instances;
NL← number of large instances;
WS ← List of jobs to be executed on small instance-based cluster;
WL← List of jobs to be executed on large instance-based cluster;
min costS+L← the minimal monetary cost of heterogeneous clusters.
1: min costS+L←∞
2: for split← 1 to n− 1 do
3: // Partition workloadW into 2 groups
4: JobsS ← J1, ..., Jsplit
5: JobsL ← Jsplit+1, ..., Jn
6: (N˜S,min costS) = Algorithm 4(JobsS, small,D)
7: (N˜L,min costL) = Algorithm 4(JobsL, large,D)
8: total cost← min costS +min costL
9: if total cost < min costS+L then
10: min costS+L ← total cost
11: WS ← JobsS, WL ← JobsL
12: NS ← N˜S , NL ← N˜L
13: end if
14: end for
while a negative value (e.g., TeraSort, WordCount) means that the application fa-
vors small VM instances. The absolute score value is indicative of the preference
”strength”. When the preference score is close to 0 (e.g., Adjlist), it means that the
application does not have a clear preference between the instance types.
We create three different workloads described as follows:
• W1 – it contains all 13 applications shown in Table 3.2.
• W2 – it contains 11 applications: 1-11, i.e., excluding KMeans and Classification
from the application set.
• W3 – it contains 12 applications: 1-12, i.e., excluding KMeans from the appli-
cation set.
Figure 4.22 shows the simulated cost/performance trade-off curves for three
workloads executed on both homogeneous and heterogeneous Hadoop cluster(s).
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Application Input data Input data #map,red PScoreS−L
(type) size (GB) tasks
1. TeraSort Synthetic 31 495, 240 -3.74
2. WordCount Wikipedia 50 788, 240 -5.96
3. Grep Wikipedia 50 788, 1 -3.30
4. InvIndex Wikipedia 50 788, 240 -7.90
5. RankInvIndex Wikipedia 46 745, 240 -5.13
6. TermVector Wikipedia 50 788, 240 3.11
7. SeqCount Wikipedia 50 788, 240 -4.23
8. SelfJoin Synthetic 28 448, 240 -5.41
9. AdjList Synthetic 28 508, 240 -0.7
10. HistMovies Netflix 27 428, 1 -1.64
11. HistRatings Netflix 27 428, 1 -2.53
12. Classification Netflix 27 428, 50 19.59
13. KMeans Netflix 27 428, 50 18.6
Table 4.2: Application characteristics.
For homogeneous provisioning, we show the three trade-off curves for Hadoop clus-
ters based on small, medium and large VM instances respectively.
Figure 4.22 (a) shows that workload W1 is more cost-efficient when executed
on the Hadoop cluster with large VMs (among the homogeneous clusters). Such
results can be expected because W1 contains both KMeans and Classification that
have very strong preference towards large VM instances (see their high positive
PScoreS−L). In comparison, W2 contains applications that mostly favor the s-
mall VM instances, and as a result, the most efficient trade-off curve belongs to a
Hadoop cluster based on the small VM instances. Finally, W3 represents a mixed
case: it has Classification application that strongly favors large VM instances while
most of the remaining applications prefer small VM instances. Figure 4.22(c) shows
that a choice of the best homogeneous platform depends on the workload perfor-
mance objectives (i.e., deadline D).
The yellow dots in Figure 4.22 represent the completion time and monetary
cost when we exploit a heterogeneous provisioning case. Each point corresponds to
a workload split into two subsets that are executed on the Hadoop cluster formed
with small and large VM instances respectively. This is why instead of the explicit
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Figure 4.22: Performance versus cost trade-offs for different workloads.
trade-off curves for the homogeneous cluster case, the simulation results for the
heterogeneous case look much more scattered across the space.
To evaluate the efficiency of our provisioning algorithms, we consider different
performance objectives for each workload:
• D= 20000 seconds for workloadW1;
• D= 10000 seconds for workloadW2;
• D= 15000 seconds for workloadW3.
Tables 4.3-4.5 present the provisioning results for each workload with homoge-
neous and heterogeneous Hadoop clusters that have minimal monetary costs while
meeting the given workload deadlines.
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Among the homogeneous Hadoop clusters for W1, the cluster with large VM
instances has the lowest monetary cost of $32.86.
By contrast, for workload W2, the homogeneous Hadoop cluster with small
VMs provides the lowest cost of $10.68.
For W3, all the three homogeneous solutions lead to a similar minimal cost,
and the Hadoop cluster based on medium VMs has a slightly better cost than the
other two alternatives.
Intuitively, these performance results are expected from the trade-off curves for
three workloads shown in Figure 4.22.
Cluster Type Number of Completion Monetary
Instances Time (sec) Cost ($)
small (homogeneous) 210 15763 55.43
medium (homogeneous) 105 15137 53.48
large (homogeneous) 39 12323 32.86
small + large heterogeneous 48 small +
20 large
14988 24.21
Table 4.3: Cluster provisioning results for workloadW1.
Cluster type Number of Completion Monetary
Instances Time (sec) Cost ($)
small (homogeneous) 87 7283 10.68
medium (homogeneous) 43 9603 14.08
large (homogeneous) 49 9893 32.98
small+ large heterogeneous 76 small +
21 large
6763 14.71
Table 4.4: Cluster provisioning results for workloadW2.
Cluster type Number of Completion Monetary
Instances Time (sec) Cost ($)
small (homogeneous) 140 13775 32.37
medium (homogeneous) 70 13118 31.05
large (homogeneous) 36 13265 32.72
small + large heterogeneous 74 small +
15 large
10130 18.0
Table 4.5: Cluster provisioning results for workloadW3.
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The best heterogeneous solution for each workload is shown in the last row in
Tables 4.3-4.5. For W1, the minimal cost of the heterogeneous solution is $24.21
which is 26% improvement compared to the minimal cost of the homogeneous
solution based on the large VM instances. In this heterogeneous solution, the ap-
plications SelfJoin, WordCount, InvIndex are executed on the cluster with small VMs
and applications Classification, KMeans, TermVector, Adjlist, HistMovies, HistRating,
Grep, TeraSort, SeqCount, RankInvInd are executed on the cluster with large VM in-
stances.
The cost benefits of the heterogeneous solution is even more significant forW3:
it leads to cost savings of 42% compared to the minimal cost of the homogeneous
solution. In this heterogeneous solution, the applications HistMovies, HistRating,
Grep, TeraSort, SeqCount, RankInvInd, SelfJoin, WordCount, InvIndex are executed on
the cluster with small VMs and applications Classification, TermVector, Adjlist are
executed on the cluster with large VMs.
However, for workload W2, the heterogeneous solution does not provide ad-
ditional cost benefits. One important reason is that for a heterogeneous solution,
we need to maintain additional nodes deployed as JobTracker and NameNode for
each sub-cluster. This increases the total provisioning cost compared to the ho-
mogeneous solution which only requires a single additional node for the entire
cluster. The workload properties also play an important role here. As W2 work-
load does not have any applications that have ”strong” preference for large VM
instances, the introduction of a special sub-cluster with large VM instances is not
justified.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we focus on two resource management problems for MapReduce
workloads. One is resource allocation on shared Hadoop cluster which aims to
tailer and control the amount of cluster resources that should be allocated to each
application. The other is resource provisioning in public cloud environment which
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aims to help users to select the the best cost/performance platform for a given
workload that contains multiple applications with different platform preferences.
We solve these problems by combining the profiling strategy, the platform e-
valuation framework described in Chapter 3 and also a simulator that replays the
extracted traces with different platform settings. Specifically, for the resource al-
location problem, we use our evaluation framework to accurately estimate the
amount of resource that required by each application and our deadline-driven
scheduler controls the resource allocation during runtime. For the resource pro-
visioning problem, we demonstrate that seemingly equivalent platform choices
for a Hadoop cluster might result in a very different application performance, and
thus lead to a different cost. We propose our solution for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous clusters. Our case study with Amazon EC2 platform reveals that
for different workloads, an optimized platform choice may result in 41%-67% cost
savings for achieving the same performance objectives. Moreover, depending on
the workload characteristic, the heterogeneous solution may outperform the ho-
mogeneous cluster solution by 26%-42%.
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optimal job settings
How to execute the MapReduce applications more efficiently is an important issue
which has been studied in several works [46, 71, 34, 75]. In this chapter, we focus
on optimizing the execution performance of MapReduce applications that defined
as a workflow of sequential jobs through automatically turning the job settings a-
long the workflow.
We first show in Chapter 5.1 that the number of reduce task could significantly
affect the MapReduce job completion time and the choice of the right number of
reduce tasks depends on the Hadoop cluster size, the size of the input dataset(s)
of the job, and the amount of resources available for processing this job. For more
complex applications defined as MapReduce workflows, the effect of the job set-
tings could also propagate through the workflow due to the data dependency: the
output of one job becomes the input of the next job, and therefore, the number
of reduce tasks in the previous job defines the number (and size) of input files
of the next job, and affect its processing efficiency. Besides, we also identify the
performance trade-offs during the application execution: depend on the applica-
tion property and the input data size, a nearly optimal completion time might be
achieved with a relatively small amount of the cluster resources.
We then provide an automatic performance optimization tool that automates
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the user efforts of tuning the job settings within a MapReduce application. i.e.,
tuning the numbers of reduce tasks along the MapReduce workflow. It is based
on the performance modeling framework we proposed in Chapter 3 to evaluate
the execution efficiency of different job settings and aims to determine the one
for optimizing the total completion time while minimizing the resource usage for
its execution. It adopts two optimization strategies to achieve trade-offs between
these two goals: a local one with trade-offs at a job level, and a global one that
makes the optimization trade-off decisions at the workflow level.
5.1 Motivation
Figure 5.1 shows a simple motivating example for the problem of tuning the job
settings and its impact on the completion time. In these experiments, we use the
Sort benchmark [47] with 10 GB input on 64 machines each configured with a single
map and a single reduce slot, i.e., with 128 map and 128 reduce slots overall.
Figure 5.1 (a) shows the job completion time as different numbers of reduce
tasks are used for executing this job. The configurations with 64 and 128 reduce
tasks produce much better completion times compared with other settings shown
in this graph (10%-45% completion time reduction). Intuitively, settings with a low
number of reduce tasks limit the job execution concurrency. While, settings with a
higher number of reduce tasks increase the job execution parallelism but they also
require a higher amount of resources (slots) assigned to the program. Moreover,
at some point (e.g., 512 reduce tasks) it may lead to a higher overhead and higher
processing time.
Figure 5.1 (b) shows a complementary situation: it reflects how the job com-
pletion time is impacted by the input data size per map task. In a MapReduce
workflow, the outputs generated by the previous job become inputs of the next
one, and the size of the generated files may have a significant impact of the perfor-
mance of the next job. In these experiments, we use the same Sort benchmark [47]
with 10 GB input, which has a fixed number of 120 reduce tasks, but the input
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Figure 5.1: Motivating Examples.
file sizes of map tasks are different. The line that goes across the bars reflects the
number of map tasks executed by the program (practically, it shows the concur-
rency degree in the map stage execution). The interesting observation here is that
the smaller size input per task incur higher processing overhead that overwrites
the benefits of a high execution parallelism. However, a larger input size per map
task limits the concurrency degree in the program execution. Another interesting
observation in Figure 5.1 (b) is that there are a few different input sizes per map
task that result in a similar completion time, but differ in how many map slots are
needed for job processing.
5.1.1 Why not use best practices?
There is a list of best practices [3] that offers useful guidelines to the users in deter-
mining the appropriate configuration settings. The offered rule of thumb suggests
to set the number of reduce tasks to 90% of all available resources (reduce slots)
in the cluster. Intuitively, this maximizes the concurrency degree in job execu-
tions while leaving some “room” for recovering from the failures. This approach
may work under the FIFO scheduler when all the cluster resource are (eventual-
ly) available to the next scheduled job. This guideline does not work well when
the Hadoop cluster is shared by multiple users, and their jobs are scheduled with
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Hadoop Fair Scheduler (HFS) [77] or Capacity Scheduler [2]. Moreover, the rule
of thumb suggests the same number of reduce tasks for all applications without
taking into account the amount of input data for processing in these jobs.
To illustrate these issues, Figure 5.2 shows the impact of the number of reduce
tasks on the query completion time for TPC-H Q1 and TPC-H Q19 with different
input dataset sizes. Both queries are compiled into workflows with two sequential
MapReduce jobs (See the query description in Chapter 5.3.1).
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Figure 5.2: Effect of reduce task settings for processing the same job with different input
dataset sizes.
The rule of thumb suggests to use 115 reduce tasks (128*0.9=115). However, as
we can see from the results in Figure 5.2 (a), for dataset sizes of 10 GB and 15 GB
the same performance could be achieved with 50% of the suggested resources. The
resource savings are even higher for TPC-H Q1 with 5 GB input size: it can achieve
the nearly optimal performance by using only 24 reduce tasks (this represents 80%
savings against the rule of thumb setting). The results for TPC-H Q19 show similar
trends and conclusion.
In addition, Figure 5.3 shows the effect of reduce task settings on TPC-H Q1
query completion time when only a fraction of resources (both map and reduce
slots) is available for the job execution.
Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) show the results with the input dataset size of 10 GB and
1 GB respectively. The graphs reflect that when less resources are available to a job
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Figure 5.3: Effect of reduce task settings when only a fraction of resources is avail-
able.
(e.g., 10% of all map and reduce slots in the cluster), the offered rule of thumb setting
(115 reduce tasks) could even hurt the query completion time since the expected
high concurrency degree in the job execution cannot be achieved with limited re-
sources while the overhead introduced by a higher number of reduce tasks causes
a longer completion time. This negative impact is even more pronounced when
the input dataset size is small as shown in Figure 5.3 (b). For example, when the
query can only use 10% of cluster resources, the query completion time with the
rule of thumb setting (115 reduce tasks) is more than 2 times higher compared to
the completion time of this query with eight reduce tasks.
5.2 Problem definition and the solution outline
Our main goal is to determine the job settings (i.e., the number of reduce tasks for
each job) that optimize the overall completion time of the application. However,
we also aim for an additional goal that is to minimize the resource usage for achiev-
ing this optimized time. Often nearly optimal completion time can be achieved
with a significantly smaller amount of resources (see the outcome of 64 and 128
reduce tasks in Figure 5.1 (a)). Moreover, it was observed in [77, 73, 61, 60] that
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the lack of reduce slots in the Hadoop cluster is a main cause of a starvation prob-
lem. Therefore, optimizing (decreasing) the reduce task settings while achieving
performance objectives is a desirable feature of an efficient workload management
in the cluster.
Towards solving the problem, one critical observation we have is that the op-
timization problem for complex MapReduce workflows can be efficiently solved
through the optimization problem of the pairs of its sequential jobs.
As an example, Figure 5.4 shows a MapReduce workflow that consists of three
sequential jobs: J1, J2, and J3. To optimize the overall completion time we need to
Figure 5.4: Example workflow with 3 sequential jobs
tune the reduce task settings in jobs J1, J2, and J3. A question to answer is whether
the choice of reduce task setting in job J1 impacts the choice of reduce task setting
in job J2, etc.
A critical observation here is that the size of overall data generated between the
map and reduce stages of the same job and between two sequential jobs does not
depend on the reduce task settings of these jobs. For example, the overall amount of
output data Dout1 of job J1 does not depend on the number of reduce tasks in J1. It
is defined by the size and properties of Dinterm1 , and the semantics of J1’s reduce
function. Similarly, the amount of Dinterm2 is defined by the size of Dout1 , properties
of this data, and the semantics of J2’s map function. Again, the size of Dinterm2 does
not depend on the number of reduce tasks in J1.
Therefore the amount of intermediate data generated by the map stage of J2 is
the same (i.e., invariant) for different settings of reduce tasks in the previous job J1.
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It means that the choice of an appropriate number of reduce tasks in job J2 does
not depend on the choice of reduce task setting of job J1. It is primarily driven by
an optimized execution of the next pair of jobs J2 and J3. Finally, tuning the reduce
task setting in J3 is driven by optimizing its own completion time.
In such a way, the optimization problem of the entire workflow can be efficient-
ly solved through the optimization problem of the pairs of its sequential jobs. Therefore,
for two sequential jobs J1 and J2, we need to design a model that evaluates the
execution times of J1’s reduce stage and J2’s map stage as a function of a num-
ber of reduce tasks in J1. Such a model will enable us to iterate through a range
of reduce tasks’ parameters and identify a parameter that leads to the minimized
completion time of these jobs.
5.2.1 Two optimization strategies
According to the observation we described in Chapter 5.2, the optimization prob-
lem of reduce task settings for a given MapReduce workflow W = {J1, ..., Jn} can
be efficiently solved through the optimization problem of the pairs of its sequen-
tial jobs. Therefore, for any two sequential jobs (Ji, Ji+1), where i = 1, ..., n− 1, we
need to evaluate the execution times of Ji’s reduce stage and Ji+1’s map stage as
a function of the number of reduce tasks NJiR in Ji (see the related illustration in
Figure 5.4). Let us denote this execution time as Ti,i+1(NJiR ).
By iterating through the number of reduce tasks in Ji we can find the reduce
task setting NJi,minR that results in the minimal completion time T
min
i,i+1 for the pair
(Ji, Ji+1), i.e., Tmini,i+1 = Ti,i+1(N
Ji,min
R ). By determining the reduce task settings s for
all the job pairs, i.e., smin = {NJ1,minR , ..., NJn,minR }, we can determine the minimal
total completion time TW (smin). The optimizations can be used with Hadoop Fair
Scheduler (HFS) [8] or Capacity Scheduler [2] and multiple jobs executed on a clus-
ter. Both schedulers allow configuring different size resource pools each running
jobs in the FIFO manner.
Note, that the proposed approach for finding the reduce task setting that min-
imizes the total completion time can be applied to a different amount of available
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resources, e.g., the entire cluster or a fraction of available cluster resources. In
such a way, the optimized execution can be constructed for any size resource pool
managed (available) in a Hadoop cluster.
We aim to design the optimization strategy that enables a user to analyze the
possible trade-offs, such as execution performance versus its resource usage. We
aim to answer the following question: if the performance goal allows a specified
increase of the minimal total completion time TW (smin), e.g., by 10%, then what is
the resource usage under such execution compared to RW (smin)?
We define the resource usage Ri,i+1(NJiR ) for a sequential job pair (Ji, Ji+1) exe-
cuted with the number of reduce tasks NJiR in job Ji as follows:
Ri,i+1(N
Ji
R ) = T
Ji
R task ×NJiR + T Ji+1M task ×NJi+1M
where NJi+1M represent the number of map tasks of job Ji+1, and T
Ji
R task and T
Ji+1
M task
represent the average execution time of reduce and map tasks of Ji and Ji+1 re-
spectively. The resource usage for the entire MapReduce workflow is defined as
the sum of resource usages for each job within the workflow.
Table 5.1 summarizes the notations that we use for defining the optimization
strategies below.
Table 5.1: Notation Summary
Ti,i+1(N
Ji
R ) Completion time of (Ji, Ji+1) with N
Ji
R reduce tasks
Ri,i+1(N
Ji
R ) Resource usage of pair (Ji, Ji+1) with N
Ji
R reduce tasks
TW (s) Completion time of the entire workflow W with setting s
RW (s) Resource usage of the entire workflow W with setting s
Tmini,i+1 Minimal completion time of a job pair (Ji, Ji+1)
NJi,minR Number of reduce tasks in Ji that leads to T
min
i,i+1
w increase Allowed increase of the min workflow completion time
NJi,incrR Number of reduce tasks in Ji to meet the increased time
The first algorithm is based on the local optimization. The user specifies the al-
lowed increase w increase of the minimal overall completion time TW (smin). Our
goal is to compute the new job settings that allow achieving this increased com-
pletion time.
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To accomplish this goal, a straightforward approach is to apply the user-defined
w increase to the minimal completion time Tmini,i+1 of each pair of sequential jobs
(Ji, Ji+1), and then determine the corresponding number of reduce tasks in Ji. Fig-
ure 5.5 illustrates the possible relationship between the completion time of job pair
(Ji, Ji+1) and the number of reduce tasks in ji. The horizontal red line represents
the relaxed completion time when applied the user defined threshold on the min-
imal pair duration and the vertical green line is the corresponding setting of the
reduce tasks in satisfying the new completion time. We could find out such new
setting by step-by-step decrease the reduce task number (start from the one that
leads to the minimal duration) and recompute the pair completion time.
The pseudo-code defining this strategy is shown in Algorithm 6. The comple-
tion time of each job pair is locally increased (line 2), and then the corresponding
reduce task settings are computed (lines 4-6).
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Figure 5.5: Example of the local optimization strategy
While this local optimization strategy is simple to implement, there could be
additional resource savings achieved if we consider a global optimization. Intuitive-
ly, the resource usage for job pairs along the workflow might be quite different
depending on the job characteristics. Therefore, we could identify the job pairs
with the highest resource savings (gains) for their increased completion times.
The pseudo-code defining this global optimization strategy is shown in Algo-
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Algorithm 6 Local optimization strategy for deriving workflow reduce tasks’ set-
tings
1: for i← 1 to n do
2: T incri,i+1 = T
min
i,i+1 × (1 + w increase)
3: NJi,curR ← NJi,minR
4: while Ti,i+1(N
Ji,cur
Ri
) < T incri,i+1 do
5: NJi,curR ← NJi,curR − 1
6: end while
7: NJi,incrR ← NJi,curR
8: end for
Algorithm 7 Global optimization strategy for deriving workflow reduce tasks’ set-
tings
1: scur = smin = {NJ1,minR , ..., NJn,minR }
2: Tw incr = TW (s
min)× (1 + w increase)
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: NJi,incrR ← NJi,minR
5: end for
6: while true do
7: bestJob = −1, maxGain = 0
8: for i← 1 to n do
9: NJi,tmpR ← NJi,incrR − 1
10: stmp = scur ∪ {NJi,tmpR } − {NJi,incrR }
11: if TW (stmp) ≤ Tw incr then
12: Gain = RW (s
min)−RW (stmp)
TW (stmp)−TW (smin)
13: if Gain > MaxGain then
14: maxGain← Gain, bestJob← i
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: if bestJob = −1 then
19: break
20: else
21: N bestJob,incrR ← N bestJob,incrR − 1
22: end if
23: end while
rithm 7. First, we apply the user-specified w increase to determine the targeted
completion time Tw incr (line 2). The initial number of reduce task for each job Ji is
set to NJi,minR (lines 3-5), and then we go through the iteration that at each round
estimates the gain we can get by decreasing the number of reduce tasks by one for
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each job Ji. The gain is defined as the total resource savings (the difference of the
resource usage before and after decreasing the reduce task number of Ji) divided
by the corresponding completion time degrade (the difference of the completion
time before and after decreasing the reduce task number of Ji). We aim to identify
the job that achieves the highest gain with the decreased amount of reduce tasks
while satisfying the targeted overall completion time (lines 8-17). We pick the job
which brings the largest gain and decrease its reduce task setting by 1 (line 21).
Then the iteration repeats until the number of reduce tasks in any job cannot be
further decreased because it would cause a violation of the targeted overall com-
pletion time Tw incr (line 11).
We demonstrate the process of our global optimization strategy with a sim-
plified example as follows. Give a MapReduce applicaiton with 3 sequential jobs
J1, J2 and J3, Table 5.2 shows for each job pair, the corresponding results when
we decrease the reduce task number by 1 for J1, J2 and J3 respectively while the
last column shows the gain of each operation. As we can see, job pair (j2, j3) has
the highest gain and we will decrease the reduce task number for j2 by 1 in this
case. After that, the same process continues until the further decrease of reduce
task number for any job will violate the completion time threshold for the entire
workflow.
Table 5.2: Example of the global optimization strategy
Job pair CT increase R saving Gain
(J1; J2) 2 1 0.5
(J2; J3) 3 2 0.67
(J3) 5 2 0.4
5.3 Evaluation results
We present a set of validation results for the benefits by tuning the jobs settings
and experiments that justify the choice of two optimization strategies. The testbed
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we used is the same as we described in Chapter 3.1.4, but we use a different set of
workloads.
5.3.1 Experimental workloads
To validate the accuracy, effectiveness, and performance benefits of the proposed
framework, we use a workload set that consists of queries from TPC-H benchmark
and custom queries mining on HP Lab’s web proxy log. We provide descriptions
of these queries below.
The TPC-H and proxy queries are translated into MapReduce application using
Pig and are compiled into sequential MapReduce workflows that are graphically
represented in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: MapReduce workflows for TPC-H and Proxy queries.
• TPC-H Q1: This query provides a summary report of all the lineitems shipped
as of a given date. The lineitems are grouped by different attributes and list-
ed in ascending order. The query is translated into a workflow with two
sequential MapReduce jobs as shown in Figure 5.6 (a).
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• TPC-H Q19: This query reports gross discounted revenue for all orders for
three different types of parts that were shipped by air or delivered in person.
The query is translated into a workflow with two sequential MapReduce jobs
as shown in Figure 5.6 (b).
• TPC-Q3: This query retrieves the shipping priority and potential revenue of
the orders that had not been shipped and list them in decreasing order of
revenue. The query is translated into four jobs as shown in Figure 5.6 (c).
• TPC-Q13: This query determines the distribution of customers by the num-
ber of orders they have made. (It counts and reports how many customers
have no orders, how many have 1, 2, 3, etc.) The query is translated into four
jobs as shown in Figure 5.6 (d).
• proxy-Q1: This program compares the average daily access frequency for
each website during years 2011 and 2012 respectively. The program is trans-
lated into three sequential jobs as shown in Figure 5.6 (e).
• proxy-Q2: This program computes the intersection between the top 500 pop-
ular websites accessed by HP users and the top 100 popular web-sites in US.
The program is translated into four jobs as shown in Figure 5.6 (f).
5.3.2 Performance optimization benefits
Since it is infeasible to validate optimal settings by testbed executions (unless we
exhaustively execute the programs with all possible settings), we evaluate the
models’ accuracy to justify the optimal settings procedure and demonstrate the
potential benefits with our performance optimizations. In this set of experiments,
we use queries TPC-H Q1 and TPC-H Q19 from the TPC-H benchmark as our s-
tudy cases.
We execute these two queries with the total input size of 10 GB (a scaling fac-
tor of 10 using TPC-H data generator) in our 66-node Hadoop cluster. Figure 5.7
shows measured and predicted query completion times for a varied number of re-
duce tasks in the first job of both workflows (the number of reduce tasks for the
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second job is fixed in these experiments). First of all, results presented in Figure 5.7
reflect a good quality of our models: the difference between measured and predict-
ed completion times for most of the experiments is less than 10%. Moreover, the
predicted completion times accurately reflect a similar trend observed in measured
completion times of the studied workflows as a function of the reduce task config-
uration. These experiments demonstrate that there is a significant difference (up
to 4-5 times) in the total completion times depending on the reduce task settings.
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Figure 5.7: Workflow model validation for TPC-H Q1 and TPC-H Q19.
Figure 5.7 shows that the query completion time decreases with the increased
number of reduce tasks (because it leads to a higher concurrency degree and a
smaller amount of data processed by each task). However, at some point job set-
tings with a high number of reduce tasks (e.g., 256) may have a negative effect due
to higher overheads and higher resource allocation required to process such a job.
Another interesting observation from the results in Figure 5.7 is that under two
settings with a number of reduce tasks equal to 64 and 128 the total completion
times are very similar while the number of required reduce slots for a job execu-
tion increases twice. The proposed framework enables the user to identify useful
trade-offs in achieving the optimized total completion time while minimizing the
amount of resources required for a workflow execution.
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5.3.3 Performance benefits of the optimization strategies
In Chapter 5.3.2 and 5.1.1, we show that tuning the reduce task settings in work-
flows lead to significant performance benefits (2-5 times completion time improve-
ments). Moreover, we observe that a similar overall completion time may be ob-
tained within a certain range of reduce task settings. Figures 5.7-5.3 show that
users may achieve nearly optimal completion time (5%-10% of the minimal one)
by using a significantly smaller number of reduce tasks (half or less). This can lead
to significant resource savings of both map and reduce slots over time. Therefore,
tuning the reduce task settings that minimize the overall completion time while
optimizing the resources used by the application is a desirable feature for an effi-
cient workload management in the cluster.
We evaluate two optimization strategies introduced in Chapter 5.2.1 for de-
riving job settings along the workflow and analyzing the achievable performance
trade-offs.
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Figure 5.8: Local and global optimization strategies: resource usage with different
w increase thresholds.
Figure 5.8 presents the normalized resource usage under local and global op-
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timization strategies when they are applied with different thresholds for a overall
completion time increase, i.e., w increase= 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%. Figures 5.8 (a)-(d)
show the measured results for four TPC-H queries with the input size of 10GB (i.e.,
scaling fastor of 10), and Figures 5.8 (e)-(f) show results for two proxy queries that
process 3-month data of web proxy logs. For presentation purposes, we show the
normalized resource usage with respect to the resource usage under the rule of
thumb setting that sets the number of reduce tasks in the job to 90% of the available
reduce slots in the cluster. In the presented results, we also eliminate the resource
usage of the map stage in the first job of the workflow as its execution does not
depend on job settings.
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Figure 5.9: Local and global optimization strategies: resource usage with
w increase=10% while processing different size input datasets.
The results are quite interesting. The first group of bars in Figure 5.8 shows the
normalized resource usage when a user aims to achieve the minimal overall com-
pletion time (w increase= 0%). Even in this case, there are 5%-30% resource savings
compared to the rule of thumb settings. When w increase= 0% the local and global
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optimization strategies are identical and produce the same results. However, if
a user accepts 5% of the completion time increase it leads to very significant re-
source savings: 40%-95% across different queries shown in Figure 5.8. The biggest
resource savings are achieved for TPC-H Q1 and Proxy Q1: 95% and 85% respec-
tively. Moreover, for these two queries global optimization strategy outperforms
the local one by 20%-40%. As we can see the performance trade-offs are applica-
tion dependent.
Figure 5.9 compares the normalized resource usage under local and global op-
timization strategies when the queries process different amounts of input data (for
proxy queries, x-month means that x-months of logs data are used for process-
ing). In these experiments, we set w increase=10%. The results again show that the
reduce task settings and related performance benefits are not only application de-
pendent, but also depend on the amount of data processed by the application. The
global optimization policy always outperforms the local one, and in some cases,
the gain is significant: up to 40% additional resource savings for TPC-H Q1 and
Proxy Q1 for processing smaller datasets.
In summary, our performance optimization through tuning the job settings of-
fers an automated way for a proactive analysis of achievable performance trade-
offs to enable an efficient workload management in a Hadoop cluster.
5.4 Conclusion
Many companies are on a fast track of designing advanced data analytics over
large datasets using MapReduce environments. Optimizing the execution efficien-
cy of these applications is a challenging problem that requires the user experience
and expertize.
In this chapter, we propose an automatic performance optimization frame-
work for guiding the user efforts of tuning the job settings (i.e., the number of
reduce tasks) within MapReduce applications defined as sequential workflows
while achieving performance objectives. The proposed approach is based on our
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performance evaluation framework described in Chapter 3. We design and an-
alyze two optimization strategies for determining the reduce task numbers in a
MapReduce workflow that optimize the overall completion time while minimiz-
ing the resource usage for executing this workflow The approach does not require
any change of the Hadoop or Pig systems and our evaluation results show that in
many cases, by allowing 10% increase in the overall completion time, one can gain
40%-90% of resource usage savings.
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Related Work
Performance modeling, resource management, and performance optimization are
new topics in MapReduce environments but they have already received much at-
tention. We provide here a summary about the works from each part in the fol-
lowing sections respectively.
6.1 Performance model for MapReduce applications
In the past few years, performance modeling has received much attention and
different approaches were offered for predicting performance of MapReduce ap-
plications.
ParaTimer [44] and its earlier work Parallax [45] offers a progress estimator for
estimating the progress of parallel queries expressed as Pig programs that can
translate into directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of MapReduce jobs. Instead of de-
tailed platform performance profiling that is designed in our work, the authors
rely on earlier debug runs of the query for estimating throughput of map and re-
duce stages on the user input data samples. The approach relies on a simplified
assumption that map (reduce) tasks of the same job have the same duration. The
usage of the FIFO scheduler limits the approach applicability for progress estima-
tion of multiple jobs running in the cluster with a different Hadoop scheduler.
In Starfish [28], the authors apply dynamic Java instrumentation to collect a run-
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time monitoring information about job execution. They create a fine granularity
job profile that consists of a diverse variety of metrics. This detailed job profiling
enables the authors to predict the job execution under different Hadoop configu-
ration parameters, automatically derive an optimized cluster configuration, and
solve cluster sizing problem [27]. However, collecting a large set of metrics comes
at a cost, and to avoid a significant overhead, profiling is applied to a small fraction
of tasks. Another main challenge outlined by the authors is a design of an efficient
searching strategy through the high-dimensional space of parameter values. Our
phase profiling approach is inspired by Starfish [28]. However, we build a light-
weight profiling tool that only collects phase durations and therefore, it can profile
each task at a minimal cost. Moreover, the counter-based platform profiling can be
done in a small deployment cluster, and it does not impact the production jobs.
Tian and Chen [64] propose predicting a given MapReduce application perfor-
mance from a set of test runs on small input datasets and a small Hadoop cluster.
By executing a variety of 25-60 test runs the authors create a training set for build-
ing a model of a given application. Once derived, this model is able to predict the
future performance of the same application when executed on a larger input and
a larger Hadoop cluster. The limitation for this model is that the model it closely
tired with the application characteristic, when given a new application, the model
has to be rebuilt using another training set created with the new application.
ARIA [66] builds an automated framework for extracting compact job profiles
from the past application run(s). These job profiles form the basis of a MapReduce
analytic performance model that computes the lower and upper bounds on the job
completion time. It also provides an SLO-based scheduler for MapReduce jobs
with timing requirements. However, the proposed approach works only for single
MapReduce jobs. In [58], the authors design a model based on closed Queuing
Networks for predicting the execution time of the map phase of a MapReduce job.
The proposed model captures contention at compute nodes and parallelism gains
due to the increased number of slots available to map tasks.
Ganapathi et al. [25] use Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis to predict the
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performance of MapReduce workloads. However, they concentrate on Hive queries
and do not attempt to model the actual execution of the MapReduce job, but dis-
cover the feature vectors through statistical correlation.
The problem of predicting the application performance on a new or different
hardware has fascinated researchers and been an open challenge for a long time
[42, 56]. In 1995, Larry McVoy and Carl Staelin introduced the lmbench [42] –
a suite of operating system microbenchmarks that provides an extensible set of
portable programs for system profiling and the use in cross-platform comparison-
s. Each microbenchmark was purposely created to capture some unique perfor-
mance properties and features that were present in popular and important appli-
cations of that time. Although such microbenchmarks can be useful in understand-
ing the end-to-end behavior of a system, the results of these microbenchmarks pro-
vide little information to indicate how well a particular application will perform
on a particular system.
A different approach is to use a set of specially generated microbenchmarks to
characterize the relative performance of the processing pipelines of two underlying
Hadoop clusters: old and new ones. Herodotou et. al. [27] attempt to derive a rela-
tive model for Hadoop clusters comprised of different Amazon EC2 instances. They
use the Starfish profiling technique and a small set of six benchmarks to exercise
job processing with data compression and combiner turned on and off. The model
is generated with the M5 Tree Model approach [51].
The other prior examples of successfully building relative models include a
relative fitness model for storage devices [43] using CART models, and a relative
model between the native and virtualized systems [74] based on a linear-regression
technique. The main challenges outlined in [43, 74] for building the accurate mod-
els are the tailored benchmark design and the benchmark coverage. Both of these
challenges are non-trivial: if a benchmark collection used for system profiling is
not representative or complete to reflect important workload properties then the
created model might be inaccurate. Finding the right approach to resolve these
issues is a non-trivial research challenge.
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Besides using performance model in predicting the completion time, a few
MapReduce simulators were introduced for the analysis and exploration of Hadoop
cluster configuration and optimized job scheduling decisions. The designers of M-
RPerf [70] aim to provide a fine-grained simulation of MapReduce setups. To accu-
rately model inter- and intra rack task communications over network MRPerf uses
the well-known ns-2 network simulator. The authors are interested in modeling d-
ifferent cluster topologies and in their impact on the MapReduce job performance.
In our work, we follow the directions of SimMR simulator [67] and focus on sim-
ulating the job master decisions and the task/slot allocations across multiple jobs.
We do not simulate details of the TaskTrackers (their hard disks or network packet
transfers) as done by MRPerf. In spite of this, our approach accurately reflects the
job processing because of our profiling technique to represent job latencies dur-
ing different phases of MapReduce processing in the cluster. SimMR is very fast
compared to MRPerf which deals with network-packet level simulations.
Mumak [10] is an open source Apache’s MapReduce simulator. It replays traces
collected with a log processing tool, called Rumen [6]. The main difference be-
tween Mumak and SimMR is that Mumak omits modeling the shuffle/sort phase
that could significantly affect the accuracy.
6.2 Resource management for MapReduce jobs
With a primary goal of minimizing the completion times of large batch jobs the
simple FIFO scheduler (initially used in Hadoop) was quite efficient. As the num-
ber of users sharing the same MapReduce cluster increased, a new Capacity sched-
uler [2] was introduced to support more efficient and flexible cluster sharing. Ca-
pacity scheduler partitions the cluster resources into different resource pools and
provides separate job queues and priorities for each pool. However, within the
pools, there are no additional capabilities for performance management of the jobs.
As a new trend, in current MapReduce deployments, there is an increasing
fraction of ad-hoc queries which expect to get quick results back. When these
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queries are submitted along with long production jobs, neither FIFO or Capacity
scheduler works well in these situation. This situation has motivated the design of
the Hadoop Fair Scheduler (HFS) [77]. It allocates equal shares to each of the users
running the MapReduce jobs, and also tries to maximize data locality by delaying
the scheduling of the task, if no local data is available. Similar fairness and data
locality goals are pursued in Quincy scheduler [33] proposed for the Dryad envi-
ronment [32]. The authors design a novel technique that maps the fair-scheduling
problem to the classic problem of min-cost flow in a directed graph to generate
a schedule. The edge weights and capacities in the graph encode the job com-
peting demands of data locality and resource allocation fairness. While both HFS
and Quincy allow fair sharing of the cluster among multiple users and their ap-
plications, these schedulers do not provide any special support for achieving the
application performance goals and the service level objectives (SLOs).
A step in this direction is proposed in FLEX [73] which extends HFS by propos-
ing a special slot allocation schema to optimize explicitly some given scheduling
metric. FLEX relies on the speedup function of the job (for map and reduce stages)
that produces the job execution time as a function of the allocated slots. This func-
tion aims to represent the application model, but it is not clear how to derive this
function for different applications and for different sizes of input datasets. FLEX
does not provide a technique for job profiling and detailed MapReduce perfor-
mance model, but instead uses a set of simplifying assumptions about the job exe-
cution, tasks durations and job progress over time. The authors do not offer a case
study to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach and models in achieving
the targeted job deadlines.
Another interesting extension of the existing Hadoop FIFO and fair-share sched-
ulers using the dynamic proportional sharing mechanism is proposed by Dynamic
Priority (DP) scheduler [55]. It allows users to purchase and bid for capacity (map
and reduce slots) dynamically by adjusting their spending over time. The authors
envision the scheduler to be used by deadline or cost optimizing agents on users
behalf. While this approach allows dynamically controlled resource allocation, it
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is driven by economic mechanisms rather than a performance model and/or ap-
plication profiling for achieving job completion deadlines.
LATE [79] improves the MapReduce job completion time when executing on
heterogeneous environment. It identifies the ”stragglers” (i,e, tasks that make s-
low progress) and schedule speculative execution for those tasks earlier to elim-
inate its negative effect on completion time. [38] proposes a general scheduling
algorithm which tries to optimize both the completion time and monetary cost in
public cloud through a pre-computed matching of the tasks and the computer n-
odes. Dynamic proportional share scheduler [17] allows users to bid for map and
reduce slots by adjusting their spending over time. Similar to Capacity and Fair
scheduler, they are not designed for achieving the application completion time
goals.
Jockey [23] focus on the Dryad framework and the SCOPE system on top of it.
It tries to provide latency SLOs for data parallel jobs by pre-computing the statis-
tics on the job’s remaining run time and corresponding resource allocation with a
simulator and then dynamically control the resource allocation during runtime to
achieve the jobs completion time target. The limitation of Jockey is that it needs
to train(simulate) the completion time distributions for each job and when the in-
put size changes, they system needs to train it again as a new job which leads to
scalability problem.
In [49], the authors try to adopt the online scheduling strategy from real-time
system like Earliest Deadline First (EDF) that assigns higher priority to a job with a
tighter (earlier) deadline. However, it does not provide any guarantees for achiev-
ing the job performance goals: the scheduler assigns all available resources to the
job with the highest priority (i.e., the earliest deadline) and then kills the job if its
deadline can not be satisfied.
Another group of related work is based on resource management that considers
monetary cost and budget constraints. In [59], the authors provide a heuristic to
optimize the number of machines for a bag of jobs while minimizing the overall
completion time under a given budget. This work assumes the user does not have
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any knowledge about the job completion time. It starts with a single machine and
gradually adds more nodes to the cluster based on the average job completion time
updated every time when a job is finished. In our approach, we use job profiles for
optimizing the job schedule and provisioning the cluster.
In [11], the authors design a budget-driven scheduling algorithm for MapRe-
duce applications in the heterogeneous cloud. They consider iterative MapReduce
jobs that take multiple stages to complete, each stage contains a set of map or re-
duce tasks. The optimization goal is to select a machine from a fixed pool of hetero-
geneous machines for each task to minimize the job completion time or monetary
cost. The proposed approach relies on a prior knowledge of the completion time
and cost for a task i executed on a machine j in the candidate set. In our work,
we aim at minimizing the makespan of the set of jobs and design an ensemble of
methods and tools to evaluate the job completion times as well as their makespans
as a function of allocated resources.
In [38], Kllapi et al. propose scheduling strategies to optimize performance/cost
trade-offs for general data processing workflows in the cloud. Different machines
are modelled as containers with different CPU, memory, and network capacities.
The computation workflow contains a set of nodes as operators and edges as data
flows. The authors provide a greedy and local search algorithms to schedule op-
erators on different containers so that the optimal performance (cost) is achieved
without violating budget or deadline constraints. Compared to our profiling ap-
proach, they estimate the operator execution time using the CPU container require-
ments. This approach does not apply for estimating the durations of map/reduce
tasks – their performance depends on multiple additional factors, e.g., the amount
of RAM allocated to JVM, the I/O performance of the executing node, etc. The
authors present only simulation results without validating the simulator accuracy.
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6.3 MapReduce performance optimizations
Though MapRecuce and Hadoop have gained increasing popularity due to its sim-
ple programming model, flexible data presentation as well as its scalability and
fault tolerance, the execution performance remains a concerns for many users as
studies [48] shows that Hadoop query times are 1 to 2 orders of magnitude s-
lower than database system performing the same analysis. How to improve the
execution efficiency for processing applications of different types on MapReduce
framework has received great attention from both the academical and industrial
community.
An important part of the optimization works focus on reducing the cost to
transfer data through networks during the execution. MRShare [46] and CoScan [71]
offer the automatic sharing frameworks that merge the executions of MapReduce
jobs that have common data inputs in such a way that this data is only scanned
once, and the entire completion time is significantly reduced. AQUA [75] pro-
poses an automatic query analyzer for MapReduce applications on relational data
analysis. It uses a cost based approach to 1) decide the most efficient strategy for
join operation and 2) reconstruct the MapReduce DAGs to minimize the possible
intermediate data generated during the workflow execution. In [34], the authors
detect from the user code the similar logic of data operations like selection and pro-
jection, and then apply the traditional database query optimizations (e.g., B+Trees
for selection and column-store-style technique for projection) for those operations.
Another part of the optimization works focus on eliminating the impact of data
skew in the reduce stage. In [52], the authors propose a load balancer to balance the
reducer work in MapReduce workloads. It uses a progressive sampler to estimate
the load associated with each reduce-key and use Key Chopping to split keys with
heavy load and Key packing to pack keys with light load. SkewTune [40] focus
on reduce the negative affect of completion time caused by skewed data as well
as hardware heterogeneity. Specifically, it identifies the tasks that process large
amount of data during the execution, then dynamically break those tasks into s-
mall sub-tasks and redistribute the sub-tasks to different nodes.
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Originally, Hadoop was designed for homogeneous environment. There has
been recent interest [79] in heterogeneous MapReduce environments. There is a
body of work focusing on performance optimization of MapReduce executions in
heterogeneous environments. Zaharia et al. [79], focus on eliminating the nega-
tive effect of stragglers on job completion time by improving the scheduling strat-
egy with speculative tasks. The Tarazu project [13] provides a communication-
aware scheduling of map computation which aims at decreasing the communica-
tion overload when faster nodes process map tasks with input data stored on slow
nodes. It also proposes a load-balancing approach for reduce computation by as-
signing different amounts of reduce work according to the node capacity. Xie et
al. [76] try improving the MapReduce performance through a heterogeneity-aware
data placement strategy: a faster nodes store larger amount of input data. In this
way, more tasks can be executed by faster nodes without a data transfer for the
map execution. Polo et al. [50] show that some MapReduce applications can be
accelerated by using special hardware. The authors design an adaptive Hadoop
scheduler that assigns such jobs to the nodes with corresponding hardware.
Much of the recent work also focuses on anomaly detection [39], stragglers [62]
and outliers [14] control in MapReduce environments as well as on optimization
and tuning cluster parameters and testbed configuration [31, 36].
These are interesting orthogonal optimization directions that pursue different
performance objectives. In our work, we focus on optimizing the execution perfor-
mance via tuning the number of reduce tasks of its jobs, while keeping the Hadoop
cluster configuration unchanged. We are not aware of published papers solving
this problem.
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Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the dissertation work and provides a few possible direc-
tions for future research work.
7.1 Summary
This dissertation centers around performance modeling and resource management
for MapReduce applications. It introduces a performance modeling framework
for estimating completion time for complex MapReduce applications defined as a
DAG of MapReduce jobs when it is executed on a given platform with different
resource allocations and different input data set(s).
Based on the performance modeling framework, we further introduce resource
allocation strategies as well as our customized deadline-driven scheduler in esti-
mating and controlling the appropriate amount of resource that should be allo-
cated to each application to meet their (soft) deadlines. For the problem of re-
source provision in public cloud environment, we identify that different applica-
tions show different execution efficiency when executed on different platforms and
provide guidance to help users determine the optimal Hadoop cluster deployment
according to their workloads.
In addition, the proposed performance modeling framework also enables au-
tomated tuning of the job settings (i.e., number of reduce tasks) along the applica-
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tions defined as sequential MapReduce workflows for optimizing both completion
time and the resource usage for the workflows.
7.2 Future work
To conclude this dissertation, we discuss some interesting directions for future
research.
Dynamic resource management framework. Building on the current performance
modeling framework, I hope to extend it towards a more general resource manage-
ment and optimization framework which dynamically allocates different types of
resources according to the characteristics of MapReduce jobs and different service
level objectives (e.g., completion time, cost, energy consumption). The resources
considered could be defined in details by its computing, communication and stor-
age capacity and provided by different service providers. The framework should
also be able to adapt to the change of workloads and system utilization by dynami-
cally adding or removing available resources in an elastic computing environment.
Generalizing the framework for parallel data processing in distributed systems.
Our performance modeling framework is built on the MapReduce and Hadoop
architecture. However, the methodology we provided should not be restricted
to this specific platform. As the big data problem become more important, new
frameworks are evolving for parallel data processing in distributed systems. First
the Hadoop is evolving to the next generation called YARN [4, 65], which sup-
pots different processing mode and aims to improve the system utilization. There
are projects aims to provide better performance for MapReduce styple proceed-
ing by using in memory file systems like Spark [78], Shark [22] and M3R [57] and
there are also I/O efficient large scale data processing system like Sailfish [53] and
Themis [54]. As a future work, I plan to extend the existing approaches on dif-
ferent data-parallel middleware platforms in distributed systems and explore the
possibility to generalize the framework to support different platforms.
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Performance modeling in public cloud with virtualization. Today’s public cloud
platforms make extensive use of virtualization across computing storage, and net-
work resources. An interesting trend that has emerged in recent years is the virtu-
alization of the network layer, first demonstrated by the use of the OpenFlow [41]
API as part of the Software Defined Networking (SDN) stack [37], and more re-
cently, the proposed use of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to virtualized
network services. These new innovations aim at making cloud service deploy-
ment easier, but also introduce a new set of challenges related to SLA guarantees
in a multi-tenant setting. An interesting avenue of work that I plan to explore, is
to develop novel performance models and resource allocation strategies that can
take into considerations the high degrees of variance in highly virtualized envi-
ronments.
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